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IN TROD UC TION 
In the first century before Christ, Marcus Vitruvious Pollio, a 
celebrated Roman architect and engineer, wrote:. ''The great hall is to 
be placed in the war me st part of the court; united to. this are the ox 
stalls, with cribs towards the fire and the east, for oxen with their 
faces to the light and the fire dq not become rough coated. " 
· Man, furless and at the mercy of the elements. has ever endeav-
. ored to improve his et1vironment. Engineers, scientists and physicians 
have studied man's physiological and psychological reactions to. various 
environments and have identified: optimum conditions which can be syn~ 
the sized for him by designers of heating and cooling equipment. Man 
has the knqwledge and ability to cover himself with clothing suitable for 
hi!:! immediate enviro,nment. 
On the other hand, birds and wild animals rely on instinct and 
physiological changes. Birds migrate to comfortable environments. 
? ' 
The bear grows fat during comfortable summers and hibernates during 
uncomfortable winters. Animals stay on the lee side of cliffs and in the 
forests when winds are cold, and seek s11.ade when the sun is hot. They 
are provided with a. coating to suit their climate. Their covering 
thickens and becomes rough in preparation for winter, and achieves a 
cooler sheen when spring brings out the warmth of the sun. 
1 
2 
. Domestication of wild animals_ restricted their movement and kept 
them from selecting their own environment. Man soon realized -that an 
·· animal I s acclimatization was something. to- be considered when changing 
its_ natural habitat. 
Many factors contribute to the interest in climatic physiology of 
cattle. The population shift to. the hotter southwestern regions of the 
United States has: been.acco.mpanied by an increased demand for milk 
and beef. Increased operating. costs_ withqut a .similar increase .in milk 
and be.ef prices: requires. peak production for pro£itable operation. 
Developme.r;tt of artificial in.semination ~nd semen storage techniques 
per.mit se_lection and breeding of cattle on a. global scale, subjecting 
cattle of a particular ecology to a, wide v,ariation of climates. 
Milk can. effectively supplement the diet in countries where many 
malnourished people live mostly on foods of plant origin. Mo st of 
these people inhabit high temperature regions where .the higher produc-
· ing cattle of European origin suffer heat stress. Cattle shelter speci-
fications are needed to permit climate modification in areas where 
· milk and. beef production involve cattle poorly adapted to the climate. 
Consequently, considerable effort is being, devoted. toward defining 
comfort conditioi\.s for· livestock and tqiin,p:i:f.!g_practical means by which 
these co.r;tditions can, be provided. This study is int.ended to make a 
contribution toward. that goal. 
CHAPTERH 
OBJECTIVES 
Ea:rly attempts at cooling cattle by convection utilized large fans 
blowing;ambient air horizontally against and over a. group of animals. 
Later methods included blowing air vertically from above and blowing 
evaporatively cooled air c;l,t an angle from above. A current project at 
Oklahoma, State University will study cooling by blowi,ng air up. through 
slotted floors. 
Measuring the cooling benefits of the various sources of moving 
air other than on a .. group production basis is very difficult because of 
the need for numerous measuremel)ts ori uncooperative animals, Im-
mediate response of an animal to micro-climatic changes could be 
stuq.ied in. detail and with greater control if an inanimate model possess~ 
ing heat transfer characteristics similar to those of a given type animal 
were used. Research was conducted to define the characteristics to be 
included in an engineering. model for convective cooling response studies. 
Specific objectives of the study were to: 
1. Establish requirements for a thermal model of a bovine 




2. Produce, from experimental data, equations for preditt-
. ing convective heat loss from the dry surface of an 
animal as. related to: 
A. Reynolds Number. 
B. Grashof Number. 
C. Animal orientation in free air stream. 
D. Group· arrangement of animals. 
3. Evaluate the model as a representation of actual heat 
transfer effe:cts in live animals by comparing prec:licted 
heat tran.sfer inciices with corresponclin,g values deter-
mined by laboratory measurements on cattle. 
CHAPTER III 
THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS IN DETERMINING PREDICTION 
EQUATIONS FOR CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER 
A complete analytical solution to convection heat transfer from 
irregular surfaces or objects in cross .... flow is difficult, and perhaps 
impossible to obtain. It is necessary to rely on experiments and to 
generalize the results by dimensional analysis. However, examination 
qi the b.asic relationships has provided insight into some of the prob~ 
lems and permits a more intelligent approach to the experimentation. 
The basic conservation equations can. he non-dimensionalized to gain 
this insight without actually solving the equations, 
The application of dimensional analysis to heat transfer enabled 
· W. Nusselt, in a fundamental paper published in 1915, systematically 
to coordinate for the first time earlier experimental results and to plan 
new experiments (26), In his papers on the application of velocity 
prqfile similarity to convectid:h heat transfer from a body surface, he 
I 
began with the following equations (42): 
Conduction equation a.n:d Newton's Jaw of cooling 







Continuity equation (incompressible flow) 
..d!! + .JU!:. + ...Ll!!. - 0 
dX J~ c)e -
( 3-3) 
.. Energy equation (no viscous dissipation) 
(3-4) 
where I expressed. i.n familiar units, 
q = heatflux, BTU/hr 
k = fluid thermal. conductivity, BTU/ft .. hr~F 
T = te mpe i:ci ture at a point, F 
I 
Tw = temperature at body surface, F 
To, = temperctture in free stream, F · 
h = heat transfer coefficient, BTU /hr-£t2-F 
t = time, hours 
· A - surface area, £t2 
n = di.stance in direction normal to surface,· ft 
Ne = Newton's Second Law Coefficient, lbf-hr2 /lbm-ft 
~ :::: fluid density, lbm/£t3 
x, y, and z = cartesian coordinates, ft 
u, v, and w :::: velocities in the x, y, and z directions, ft/hr 
p 
G 
= pressure, lbf/ft2 
2 
:::: .fluid dynamic viscosity, lbf-hr/ft 
= Gravity field force, lbf/lbm 
~ = coefficient of thermal expansion, 1 /F 
C = fluid specific hec;i.t, BTU/lbm··F 
7 
These equations can be simplified further without loss of applica~ 
bility when existing conditions are defined. In convective cooling of 
Cc;i.ttle, the following assumptions can be made: 
1. Steady state 
2. Constant fluid properties 
3. Low velocities 
4; Uniform surface temperature 
5. Incompressible flow 
The fluid .flow process characteristics are defined by the momen-
tum c;i.nd continuity equations.· With the listed assumptions and no body 
forces, the momentum equation (3-2a) reduces to 
Body, or bouyant, forces are present but will .be considered later, The 
continuity equation (3 .. 3) remains the same. These equations with 
8 
mqmentum equations for the y and z directions provide four equations 
for the unknowns u, v, w, and Po 
Boundary oonditions for an object at rest can be specified. Sur .. 
face velocity is zero, Uniform velocity is assq.med to exist at suffi., 
cient distance from the object and is constant in magnitude and direc~ 
tion with respect t9 position on the outer boundary of the flow field. 
With the coordinate system oriented such. that the undisturbed fluid 
movement is in the x direction, the uniform velocity on the outer bound-
ary is designated Ua,. All other velocities, Le., va., <:1.nd w1:111 , are there .. 
fore zero. The fluid pressure and density are also constant ,;tt all posi .... 
tions on the outer boundary of the flow field. 
The boundary conditions and the differential equations can be 
made dimensionless by dividing all length parameters by a characteris~ 
tic length..). and all velocity parameters by Ua:i, Pressiire can be made 
dimensionless by the term Nefu.2 based on the constant density and 
prescribed velocity on the boundary. The dimensionless quantities, 
identified by (*), are 
x* ::; x/>,. v* ::; v/Ut= 
Y* ::: yl>. w~:i; ::: w/uoo 
z*· z/>,.. P* P/Neeum 
2 
::; ::: 
u* :::: u)um 
Substituting the dimensionless qq.antities in the continuity and 
momentum. equations constitutes valid arithmetic ope:ration.s and resu1ts 
9 
in the following: 
(3 .. 6a) 
and 
(3 .. 6b) 
This equation is still not dimensipple~ s but is dimensionally 
homo-geneous and co;l.n be reduced to one with dimensionless terms 
simply by dividing it by Neeuao 2 /;... , resulting in 
. (3~7) 
Th? dimensionless boundary conditions are 
u* = u. /urD = l at sufficient distance from the object 
u* = v* = w* -- 0 .. at the body surface 
The solution to the differential equations will have the dimensionless 
dependent variables u*, v* ,_ w):( and P~~ as functions of the independent. 
variables x*, y*, z~:~, and the constant parameter fl,, /Neeu°"')., which 
is the reciprocal of the Reynolds Number, designated Re. The solution 
therefore has the form 
ti* :::: f (x* u .• Y'*·· z*,. Re) ( 3 .. Ba) 
v~~ :::: f (x* v. ' y~'( '' 
z)'~ I· ; , Re) (3ti.8b) 
w* :::: fw(x*, Y* ' z*, Re) (3,,.8c) 
10 
(3 .. 8d) 
, The Significance of these equations m.ay not at first seem appar ... 
ent. However, when considering £low past two geometrically similar 
objects of different size, the .above equations indicate the dimensionless 
velocity c0mponents and the dimensionless pressures are for both 
objects the same functions of the dimensionless CO't!>:rdinates and of Re._ 
If the object is kept at a temperature Tw while the upstream fluid 
has a temperature Ta, , a temperc1.ture field is et:>tablished around the 
object. The field characteristics can be defined by the energy equation, 
(3-4) which, based on the assumed conditions, reduces to 
. (3 ~9) 
The equation is independent of temperature level since only temp-
erature differentials are involved. The temperatures can therefore be 
measured from an arbitrary: reference value. The constant tempera-
ture Tc» on the outer boundary of the flow field is commonly used as 
this reference . 
. If temperature differentials are based on Tm as a reference tern-
,, 
perature, a.dimensionless excess temperature rcltioQ*:::: Q/fJw can be 
formed whe:re 
(3 .. lOa) 
(3--!0b) 
11. 
Multiplying the left side of Equation 3-9. by ucoQwi\/u00 Qwi\.. and the right 
.side by >}gw/;~ 2gw is equivalent to substituting the dimensionless 
parameters in. the equation resulting in 
(3-11) 
Multiplying by i\ If> ~u ... Qw 
Multiplying the coefficient on the right hand side of the ~quation by 
)J.Nelp.Ne modifies. its form to 
(3-llb) 
I The dimensionless parameter C#/kNe is the Prandtl Number, dedg-
nated Pr,. so .. the coefficient can be written 1/RePr. 
Boundary conditions are 
in the free stream 
at the surface· 
I 
To obtain a solution, the velocity components defined in equations 3-8 
must be introduced into the energy equation. The. solution, if it could 
be determined, would then be of the form 
(3-12) 
12 
The heat exchange between a fluid and a body can be calculated 
with, the, p.eat transfer coefficient (h) defined by the equation 
JT . -k~, , . = h(To0 - Tw) = -M'lw 
surface 
(3-13) 
in which n indicates distance in a direction normal to body surface. 
A dimensionless form of n can be written n* ::: n/>,. . Introducing the 
dimensionless parameter Q*, 
'/) - J (~) = n Ow - on. surface 
or 
.4~ - ( cl 9*) -r - -;r;;,r surface 
The dimensionless parameter h>../k is therefore the ~i:µiensionless 
temperature gradient at the surface and is named.the Nusselt Number 
after W. Nusselt and designated Nu. By differentiating equation (3-12) 
with respect to the dimensionless parameter n* and introducing the ex-
p 
pression for Nu, for the assumed conditions 
Nu ::: £2(x*, .y*, z*,. Re, Pr) (3-14) 
The terms x*, y*, and z* identify; a specific point where Nu is a local 
Nusselt r,iumber at a point. The averc1.ge Nu of the entire surface of .the 
object is given by 
(3-15) 
, Equation 3-15assumes.no bouyant forces and is valid only where 
free strectm velocities ctre of such magnitude that velocities generated 
1j ··. 
by bouyancy are negligible. In convection cooling of cattl~, significant 
bou:yallt forces may result from a change ,in density of the fluid with . 
temperature differences. In a gravity, field, bouyanc:y forces arise when 
, temperature differences exist ih the Huid, and. these forces produce 
. free convection currents. 
The bouyancy:, force per. unit volume of fluid element is G(e ... ~) 
l) 
.. where G is the gravity. field force, ~ is the density of the fluid at a local 
point and e' is the density, that the fluid· would have a..t that point if it 
. we:re not heated by the hea..t t:r~nsfer from the object to th<r flu.id. Since 
·.this difference will be small compa:red ... to the dendty.itse.lf, the flu.id 
p:r@perti.ee a.re §till as1H1med c@ru1tant. The te:t'm f "' e' ,g ilt can. be 
expreseed as a. temperature difference 'by intrgdue1ins· a coefficient of 
14 
For small temperature variations, sufficient accuracy is retained in 
. the equation 
(3- 16) 
and bouyancy force per unit volume becomes -Gf~AT. When this force 
acts in the x direction, it can be added to the momentum equation which 
then becomes 
(3-17) 
In a constant property fluid the temperature changes only in the 
neighborhood of surfaces with temperatures different from the free 
stream temperature. In this case, AT == gw as defined in equation 
3-10. Whenthe equation is made dimensionless as in equation3-7, but 
including bouyant forces, the equation becomes • 
(3-18) 
This dimensionless equation contains an additional parameter 
2 
Uac, • This parameter is inconvenient because it contains 
two values, Uc and Qw, prescribed on the boundaries. The velocity 
.· uCII) can be removed by multiplying. 'lily Re 2 , resulting. in 
The dimensionless parameter G~9w>..8f/')/' was named by Graetz as 
the Grashof Number designated Gr(42). The dimensionless momentu.m 
15 ' 
equation is then 
(3-19) 
The general prediction equation for forced and free convection 
resulting from this, developme.J:1t becomes 
Nu - £4 ,(Re,, Pr, Gr) (3-20), 
. :resulting in a. system of only. four vc;l.riables. For a chosen. value· of 
Pr, fo:t' instance, Pr = O. 74, which applies to all diatomic gases at 
· atmosp~er.ic pressure and 212 F,. and.for a given Reynolds. number, 
Nu is a, uniqµe function of Gr. This has. been substantiated by. experi-
· ments with different geometrical dimensions, substa,nc«;ls a1;1d tempera~ 
· tures .(42). · 
CHAPTER IV 
PREVIOUS RESEARCH IN ENVIRONMENTAL PHYSIOLOGY 
OF ANIMALS 
An insight into.the .mechanism of heat control and dissipation is 
prerequisite to establishing the requirements for a valid thermal model. 
The literature review deals principally with' studies of the physiology 
of heat regulation. The bovine species is a homeotherm, and although 
the transfer of heat from internal sources to· the surface follows all the 
physical laws of heat transfer, it is effectively controlled by the homeo-
thermic mechanism and influences the conditions associated with heat 
transfer from the surface to ambient air. The mechanism of heat flow 
from source to skin surface, fro~m skin through hair coat, and from 
hair coat to a.mbient air is discussed. Attention is also devoted to 
te.mperature distribution patterns. within and on the animal. Present 
methods of cooling cattle are reported. Reviews are made of literature 
on animal geometry and determination of surface area. Body shape, 
however, is included in Chapter VI with the descriptiop of model 
representation of the bovine. No previous applicable work on the in-




Evolution and Body'- Temperature Regulation 
Cattle. breeds evolved in different climatic regions have adaptive 
characteristics harmonizing with the respective climates. Some char-
acteristics, such as hair thickness and size of peripherae (ears, dew-
lap, nq.vel flap, etc.) are recognized on sight. Others, · such as neuro-
endocrine peculiarities are not visually apparent. Brody. (16). summa-
rizes the four rules governing climatic adaptations named a,.fter pioneer 
inve st;iga tors. 
1. Bergman Rule (1847). relates body size to.climate. The larger 
·breeds 2).re found in colder parts of the geographical range, the 
smaller in the warmer parts. Pygmy races of elephant, hippo-
potamus, buffalo, and also ,pygmy man, exist in the hotter 
regions; larger breeds of cattle (Holsteins). are found in the 
colder American states with small breeds (Jerseys) in warmer 
states (16). Missouri Climatic Laboratory studies substantiate 
this conclusion:. Small (Jersey) cows were more hec!,t tolerant 
andless cold tolerantthanlarge (Holstein) cows (15). 
Extra large skin folds give a larger· ratio o.f surface to 
weight and more rapid heat loss per unit weight. The ears, dew·-
lap, navel flap c;\nd vulva are much larger and more corrugated 
in loosely.built heat-tolerant and cold-sensitive Indian cattle 
than in compactly built cold-tolerant and heat-sensitive European 
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cattle. Merino ,sheep, with la!!ge skin folds .. and .more ~urface 
per.-unit weight h_q,ve a similar :heat tolerance. 
'I I 
·Perhaps.larger surface area,per:unit weight shquld nqt 
· affect cHmatic tolerance becau~e the 11 surface 1aw" postulates 
that he9-t production, like heat dissipation,, is proportional to sur-
face areajl4). · This_ may·be.true·when ,bodies are ·geome:t:rically 
. , similar and environ..:rnental. temper~ture s · are equiva_lent. Extra 
. skin area, .in·,Indian ca.ttle · seems to:,be an. evo~utionary, adaptation 
.··. to.,the difficulty of heat dissipa,ticin ,Jn ,the tropics;. in.the same 
. . . . . 
way .. extra._iur is an adaptation,for heat conservation;.in,the arctic. 
2. , Wilson,Rule (18.54) relates. the insulating cover to .d.ima.tes. . . . 
. . 
Wa.rmer-coated .breeds of a,given species are ·Ioca,.ted in ,colder 
. p,;1.rts of the range,. the less hea,v.Jly coated .in·warmer.,parts. The 
· downy.,. long,. woo]Jy, fe.lt:ing·. hah• qf European~evolved cattle, 
. part.iculal'.ly /Scqt-tish, Highl~hd, .· i,s contra$.ted with Jhe short, 
1:1mooth, glos1;1y, straight,. stiff. hair of lndian,ca.ttle. · Seasonal 
. hajr. growth· complies .-to, thts: rule. The·thick su'b-cutaneous ·fat 
qf the arctic species similarly, contrasts with. ,the lean. skin of 
· tropical species . There are no .differences :in ,skin ,thickness 
. (indepencl,ent of sub~cutanequs fa;t), between· Indian ·and European 
·. C<;L-ttle ( 16). 
3 .. Gloger Rule {1883).· relates color·to, climate. Pig.ments in 
bare skin protect. against. u_ltraviolet. radiation. . flair, o.p. ,:the . \. 
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contra,ry, tends to be light-colored in,the tropical animals to 
. better reflect solar radiation, thus keeping them from becoming 
. over-heated. Summer lightening and winter darkening of hair an 
cattle illustrate this. rule although•in some species the- greater 
surv.ival vaJue qf protective coloration against predators. may 
mask .. the tendency of protection from radiation. ):ncreasing 
sebum secretion with increasing.temperature,. which ,gives. hair a 
,reflect}ve and protective sheen against solar rcl.diations, also 
may,be a factor. 
4 .. Cl.aude·Bernard Rule (1876) mo.re applicable to climatic condi-
tions necessitating·heat conservation, relatesclimate tochanges 
. in reactions not visually. apparent. For instance, . the tempera-
ture of more exposed parts (ears, face, legs, feet) of arctic 
species is adjusted for heat conservation by vascular :feedback, 
whereby, heat from the warmer arterial blood going. to the peri-
phery is used to. warm the returning cooler ven9us blood. In this 
mc!,nner, heat loss from warm arteries to the surface is reduced, 
the surface temperi:1-ture is lowered and the thermal gradient and 
heat losses from the body are minimiz.ed. 
Methods of Cattle Cooling 
Alth9ugh intricate instrumentation and methods have·been used 
in comparing comfort levels of va,rious · env.ironments for cattle,·. all 
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,resecl,rchers_ recqgnize ,the ability of <;;attle to make thd:t own s.e1ection 
when a.choice.·e.xists. On-occasions.a,cow would rather accept some 
hunger than leave the comfort of a shady spot. Co,risequently, .· temper-
·ature regulation in cattJe will. be reflected in ,their behavior· in the 
fie_ld, i.e., their grazing.habits. 
In' high,thermal env;i.ronments, loss q~ appetite iri cattle tends to 
reduce heat production (27). Reduction:in ,food .;intake to decrease the 
hec!,t load influences .their grazing habits. 
A diagram compiled by· Findlay. (27) .. shows the grazing. behc!,vior 
' ' ' 
o,£ a ,variety, of breeds of cattJe exposed .to. different weather conditions . 
. Under·hot sunny,.conditions,. grazing-time qf cattle is r-e1ated to. the pro-
portion of tropical a.nces.try. Clipping .the coat slighUy, alleviates. the 
heat burden on,the animals asjudged.by;. the,ir grazing.:time. . The graz-
ing. time of a, temperate breed,. Aberdeen-Angus, in qvercast weather 
was much.longerthan:in sunny .. ·conditions with no,wind. Wind tended to 
lessen the effects qf high tempera.tµre {0r all animals . 
. Seath•and Miller (63) observed grazing :habits qf Jersey, a.nd 
Holstein cattle at air temperatures :from 70 to , 90. F and found that 
. animals. sought shade at an• air-'tem_pera,ture o,f about., 80. F when their 
body, temperatures had reached 102. 4 ,F, . about 0, 7 · F above-normal. 
On days ·when shade .temperature was about 85· F, animals .. spent only 
,1 l percent of their .. -time grazin.g,. though,a,t night,. when,air· temperature 
·was 81.F, 35 perce1;1t ofthe;i.r time was spent grazing. 
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Grazing, beh9-vior eitudies Jed many.workers to investigate m~a-
sures to increase food intake of cattle exposed to,hot conditions .. Water 
sprinkling, shelter, and increaseda.ir movement have been used singly 
or in combination as described by Seath 1and Miller (64,. 65, 66). After 
two hours in' cl.n ambient- air temperature o,f 88'F, the rectal te·mpera-
' . 
ture o,f .J;ersey, cows was 104 F. . Sprinkling them with water a,t 85 ·F 
reduced the rectal .temperature by. 0. 9 F; . sprinkling :with water plus 
air .movement reduced the ·rectal .temperatt!,re by l. 2 F, while sprin-
kling,with water ip·shade plus air movement reduced the rectal. temper-
ature by. 1. 8 ;F. Frye,. Miller a.q.d Burch (29). s'ho:wed that in air temper-
atures o,f 89 .. F cows of European ,.breeds with access. :to sprinklers 
. grazed 42 -percent of the time whpe·those·with,accessto sh~de but. no 
sprinklers grazed about 34 percel).t of the. time. 
Suitable shelters for·hot s~mi-·arid.conditions.ha.ye been investi-
.gated by Kelly,. Bond a.nd Jttne;r (44), and Kelly ,a.nd .ittner · (45.). Th~y 
showed that the highe~t rate of weight. gains. were ·made hy cattle ·under 
a.desert cooler which consisted -o,f a three-sid~d shelter, open .to the 
north with a.rl upper ·roof, of aluminum, . a sub-roof of three layers of 
· hay,: and ·an evaporative cooler. Given a choice be.tween ,a,galvanized-
iron :roof shelter,. a louvered shelter and a,.hay. covered s:helter with an 
iron,sub-roof ci.nd no cooler, the animals chose. the last o.£ these and 
never cJ:iose the galvanized-iron .r.oofed shelter. 
' 
According .to ,Nelson,, Berousek a.q.d Mahoney. (58.),. in a somewhat 
less arid .climate ·no gains in production.from da.iry, cattle confined in 
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·an ,evap0,rative cooled .enc.losure were noted O'Ver ·thqse g,iven stfnple 
shade . 
. Minett (54). in,vestigated the. effect o.f artificial s·howers, ,rain-and 
wallowing :on,body;tempe·ratures o,f water buffalo, . Zebu. cattle, . small 
,. hill cattle and s·heep. His studies on:the effect of natural. rain under 
air·temperatQ.res 0,fabout 59F show decreases of 1.6.to,3.8.F in 
,rectal temperatures o,f smalL .. hill bulls and 1. 4 to. 3. 7 1F in ,the rectal 
. temperature of sheep. 
Fou.r methods o,f cooling ,:cattle ·with -water were tested at El 
. Cen,tro, . California,., by Ke1ly, . Bond~ and Jttners(43.). . Spraying ::the 
animals, co6li:ng ,d;rinking water, cooling air by;· evap0:ra.tion, .. and 
coolingd:l'hade surfa.ces·by evaporationtwer·e all o,f some benefit in -in-
creasing weight gains qf beef cattle during.hot weather. In all. cases 
where weight gains were increased,. feed u.se per· pound .gairi,was de-
creased . 
. Results oJ incr-eas:ed -air ·:movement a.re rep0,rted -by, Bond,. Kelly 
1and :Ittner· (11) .. With a, 42-inchJan p:r(;)vidi:ng :.an-~vera:ge air velo,dty 
. of 3 .. 7 .miles per·hour during· 70-da.y.·feeding .per'iods, seven·Hereford 
cattle ma.de additional daily /gains 0,£ 1. 03 pounds in 1~55 and 0. 53 
pounds 'in 1956, compared with checkanimals-in.a,no:rmal wind tha.t 
averaged 0. 6 .miles per hour. The ·gains were assessed to·imprQved 
cattle corn:fort by c.onvective cooling,. but cooling by, c~nvection ceases 
·when .mqving :air· is at a :temperatu:re .. equal. to. o.r greater :~han the 
a.ni.mal sur·face .. At high·air temperatures,. ~ind may still be pqtentially 
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effective for evapo,rating·.moisture ·from the· animal,. but s:tudies. indicate 
that under. the conditions of increased aJr ·movement,: convective cooling 
is· probably, primary: ( 77.) . 
. Experiments :have,·been conducted on.the effect o,f a,mb;i.ent temper-
atu.re on drinking ·.habits -and ·water consumption .qf cattle and buffalo 
-(41, 57.) .. Resu+ts. suggest.that provision:o,f cool d:nink-ing ~a.ter would 
\ 
· be qf value in :tttftigating. the ·effects of high:.environmental temperatures 
on .cattle. 
Tho,mpson, .· Worstell and .Brodyi(73) ,.point- o,ut. that inc:t"'eas:ing 
, ,water consumption by'/~4 :gallons per day,· and changing ·.the temperature 
o~ .the·water ·from. 60: F fo·.,body_,te.mperature of a;.bout 106 .F :removes 




Heat Sources ·and.Heat Pro.duction 
·.Qualitative· sources of heat in .cattle are· defined and .d-i~gra.mmed 
by.· Findlay. (27), :(Figure· 1) .. The ·heat produced by an:imals and :its.·rela-
.tion.ship ,to, en,vJron.me:ntal temperature ·has. been .extensJvely/inv.,estig.ated. 
Herrington :(.38) i: s:howecLthe effect o;f environmental temperature 
on :heat. production ,in .rats, mice and guinea ,,pigs .. For-temperature 
·· incr·eases;from 15 ·to 30 ,C he determined the followi~g .. relationships: 
Rats H = 1879 -43, 2':T 
· . ., 
Mice H = 2093 - .4€,. 3 T 
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H = heat produced, k-cal/ square mete·r - 24 hours 
T = envj.ronmental temperature, C 
2.5 
In :the· range .from 30:to 35 C, data :were gained from rats only, result-
. i.n,g. in the e~uation 
H = -.503 +42. 8 T 
Brody,( I 5 ). points out that the· heat increment of feeding'. at its pea.k 
can account for up to 2.600. k-cal/ squa_re meter-day. Kibler, Brody and 
Worstell (46) showed that total heat production (Btu/ 1000 .pound body 
.•weight per·hour), decreased with Jncreas'ing temperature .from a.bout 
·3800. at 10. F to 1about 3000 .at 80 F and dropped off more ·rapidly ther·e-
. after to slightly. less than.2500.at 95 F. The·latent h .. eat portion,. how-
ever, increased with temperature-from about 600.BTU per ·1000 .pound 
per·hour at 10.F to:ahout 1300.at 65 F and the:nce more ·rapidly, in-
crea$ing .to ·about 2400 .at 90. F. Jn.creasing relative humid~ty .from 
40 percent to 90 percent ;increased total heat dissipation but dec.r,eased 
the latent heat portion .. ;rncreasing· air- velocit.ies ,from O~ 5 to, 10 .miles 
per hour increased total heat :production at te.mperatul."es below 65 F 
but had no .effect above ·6.5 F. 
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· Temp.era:ture Distrii.bution;.in, the Bo,vine 
Jn:using,:the general equation ,for. convective ·heat transfer, tem-
p;erature of the· body· ~.urface ·mu1;;.t be characterized by: a single number. 
Hardy and DuBo1s (36),pointed out the inconsistency. of this,. especially 
.·at low air temperatures ·when s:urface temperatqres of the extremities 
.may,rb.e substan-tia,Uy.,different than .temperatµre of the trunk-s~rface. 
Variations will lessen·as air temperatures more ·nea:rily,1coincide with 
normal body· temperature. Thompso:n:and o.thers (75),meas:ured.tem-
perat'Ul,re s·- at six locations. on . .the animal bo.dy.· in· studying skin ·and hair 
te,mperatures .. In subseq'Ul.ent analysis, hqwever, they/used .the a:verage 
·temperature ·because ·they .. found ·little· variation between,.hip, neck,. back, 
. sides and belly. 
Blaxter :(10); reports on·the temperature of different parts Qf the 
bo,dy of a calf at envjronmental. temperatures o,f 35, 20 and .5 C .. Mea-
surements of :rectal. temperature and s_kin,surface,·temperatures o;I the 
tail, foot, shib.;,-t,high, withers,. chest and .ea.r were made .. With·almost 
constant recta1'.temperature, the ear.·temperature.varJed from. 38 .. 5 C, 
_the·highest of all surface temperahi.res, at 35C air,to:7 C,.the lo.west 
of all. su:daces at. 5 C air .. The chest maintained the most constant 
. temperature,. varying.only,.from 38. 0.to 31. 2 C .. At 35 C air, tempera-
. tures of the different body.·points ·were· relatively, constant, the· !Qwest 
temperature, 36. 5 C, exiEJting::at the foot. 
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µiter.naltemperatu:res o,f an •animal. body/are mQre·un~form than 
.those of the su.rface, espedally; at lower- air temperatures. Burton (19.), 
in calo,rimeter ·studies- on ,the h:uman ,.body/ reports -the s.urface qf the 
human·.body:· is 4 or .. -5 C lo;wer -than,:the interior te·mperature at a depth 
qf several c.entirneters. He also shows that about 50. :eercep,t of the 
body_:is within one inch 9,£ the surface. 
Rectal. tempera tµre ·is commonly:'used as an ·-indication of body 
:teniperature 'in cattle although it has ·never been,.construed .to, represent 
. the average .. When,.under no.,stress,. the normal. rectal. temperature of 
a cow,. though -variable -for dj,fferent S:pecJes and. different- a_n.imals,with-
in a., species, is. recognized as .·101 to. 10 L 5 F. . Brody, Dale and 
Stewart (18), repor-t the· lower ·rumen ,to ,have a,tempera:ture about. equal 
. to that o.f the r:ectum. Upper rumen,temperature .(6 ·inches,from the 
top); was .about 2 F higher and midd~e rumen about. 1 F higher than lower 
rumen ,(18 inches from the-top). In the s-am.e tests, . a ,;thermo,couple 
was inserted intp the· jugular vein at a ,point nine ·inch~s below the· ramus 
1(the posterior branch) of the· 19,wer J;aw and Z8 ·. inch,~·- above ·the ole-
cranon .(point o,r projection ,at the kn,ee), of the right ulna. . The ,right 
'r-
· jugular ·blood temperature was constant at· about. 99'i:;F down to 17 
.·inches;. then _remained at 100 .. 3 F to .36- inches -from the point of inS:er-
.. tion. 
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Heat Flow From the Animal C<;>.re to·the· Skin 
. All farm animals are ·homeotherms and attempt to maintain body 
.· temperatures within:the range for optimum biolo,gical activity. To do 
, this,. a thermal balance must be maintained between heat produced or 
·gained.from. the · env,ironment and· heat lost from the environment. 
Figure 1 illustrates the main routes of heat production .and loss. The 
heat produced must be dissipated by;·the four channels; radiation, con-
duction,.· convection and .evapo.ration .. Feed digestion ,and utilization of 
body; reserves. result in heat production .for maintaining body,-te·mpera-
ture, cardio,respiratory.-activities and muscle ·tone. . Milk production 
involves increased -heat production, i.e., a non-lactating, resting 
dairy: cow might produce about _12, 000 calories per day; but the same 
cow yielding four gallons of milk·per day might produce -twice that 
amount (16). The ·heat of fern:i.entation . .inthe rumen also adds to heat 
produced. 
To .preserve ·homeother.my, farm animals must cons:erve heat in 
cold conditions, . an.d dissipate it in hot conditions. He-at is generated 
in .the core of the animal and transferred .. to, the StJ.rface ·through tissues 
.by conduction-and through-the blood stream by.convection .. The ·trans-
port of heat from the co,re of an animal depends on -the difference in 
te.mperature between .the surface a.nd. d.eep ,core and, . where per'ipheral 
.. blood Jlo,w is minimal, to some extent on thermal conduct_ivity of 
tissues .. Animals control.this heat loss hy:alterations in peripheral 
blood supply. 
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Much more work an.transfer of heat froin the deep ,core -to .the 
periphery .has been done ·with respec;:t to, the physiolqgy of humans than 
of farm, rtla;rnmals. The most noticeable change ·in,.the human,body. on 
exposure to. cold conditions is a. fall in· skin·temperature (79). This. is 
passively.influenc·ed .by changes in.total heat storage. in·the tissues,. but 
much, more by alteration of the distribution of blood between, superficial 
and deeper tissues. .Mean skin,.temperatures of clqthed subjects may 
. dropJabou.t o.ne degree for. every1two de.gree decrease ·in,e.x;ternal. tem-
p.erat\il.re .. Wide variations occur on,va:rioU:s bqdy areas; the trunk sur-
face ·varies Jeast and the extremit.ies most. . Stimulation .in one area 
.may cause changes in other areas. In one experiment, application of 
a.small ice bag.on the ha.ck of the neck:for 15 .minutes caused.a drop. in 
skin temperature on,the finger of 10 C a.nd this low finger. temperature 
continued .for one hour after·the ice bag was rem.oved ,(79). 
The construction o.f peripheral blood .vessels in,the zone of body 
cooling·is a,physiological phenomeno,n .of major importance. Its effects 
·have·been studied by Kleiber (49), Bazett and Mc.Glone (3), But"ton and 
Bazett (20); and Hardy and DuBois (35) . 
. Experiments on an·anestheti~ed. dog· by, Cooper, .. Randall. and 
Hertz.man,(22), prov,ide evidence of vascular heat conyection,to, the skin 
fro.m. rhythmically, contracting.ieg :muscles. under electrical stimulc;1;tion . 
. Increases in skin temperature were similar.-to .. those qbserved in man 
and· limited .to. the area. over.lying ,active muscles. . Temperature 
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. grad:ients .in ,the leg·.were measured.by inserting '.thermocquples sub-
cutaneously, a.nd intramuscularly, With,the o,nset o.f contractions, .both 
muscle and cutaneous surface -temperatures. rose promptly, while sub-
cutaneous -temperature -increased only,. slightly,. so. that durip.g . much of 
. the wo,rk-period .the subcutaneoustissue·was a.ctually cooler-than ~:ither 
the muscle or the skin surface. · oniy va:s:cular heat convection to, the 
superficial skin ,vessels would account for this temperature gradient. 
This interpretation·was strengthened by a ,modification'in.the experi-
ment. . After completion ·o.f the work period, . the o:verlying. sk:in was 
detached, . so that. aU vascular connections with .the deeper s-kin were 
·broken, . then.1".'eattached. On repetitiqn of the exercise,. muscle tem-
-perature 'increased as. rap:idly,as ·before, but skin,temperature rose 
only. slightly during.the entire work perio.d, while the course of the sub .. 
cutaneous .. teinperature ·was essentially,.the sa.me as during .the control 
. wo:r._k ,period. Certain1y, these qbservations:demonstrate the slight 
ma,gnitud,e o,£ direct heat conduction •and emphasize the do.minant. role . . 
of vascular convection .in temperature ··increases.in skin o.ver.lying 
. ac:f;ive muscle. 
The ·vascular supply. to, the skin qf cattle has: been 1investigated by 
Goodall and Yang (31) who showed that there are three ·vascular ple~ses 
(network of vessels).· in cattle sk:in comparable to .those in hu.man skin. 
There is, however,• one· essential difference .. Whereas .arteries of the 
cutaneous arteriolar plexuses and .veins of the venqus · plexuses run 
independently. o,f each other in,human skin, al'ter:ies and veins of. the 
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corresponding ple~ses always r,un together in cattle skin. Many of 
the larger arteries. j.n,bovine skin are apcompanied by two veins. This 
is apparently of significant importance in heat regulation in cattle (27). 
Bazett (4) reports that as early,-as 1876 'Claude Berna:rd recog-
nized the importance of interchange oJ heat between an, artery, and its 
accompanying veins in body, heat conservation. . Warm blood in the 
artery moving to, the p,eriphery. is cooled by the returning veno.us blood, 
' 
reducing the temperature. g.radient and heat loss at the s.kih ,sudace. 
Whereas the accompanying·veins seem to be present o,nly. in conjunction 
with the large arteries in,the limbs in the human pody, they. appear to 
. be almost un:i.ve:rsally distributed throughout the skiw in cattle. 
Goodall and Yang (31) found.that injection of Indiasink,into inter-
costal (between the ribs) arteries of cattle perfused a .large area of 
skin on the back and flanks .. Most of the blood reaching .those skin 
areas had passed the intercostal muscles, and the· venous return to the 
· heart and lungs must have been,by a similar path. 
Bazett (2), cons.idering.dissipation of heat during heavy exercise, 
points out that skin o,ver active muscles shows an increase in tempera-
ture long. before any;>increase in rectal .. temperature. Interchange of 
heat between inteTcostal muscles .and.blood in arte·ries and veins must 
therefore play, a .prominent part in. heat regulation .. The importance of 
this finding needs no,etnphasis because :tnostactive muscles in stressed 
cattle are the intercostals, since he·a,vy breathing is one of the· first 
defense mechanis.ms qgainst heat stress. 
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· Asses sin,g .the contribution of the extremities. such ,as limbs -and 
ears to heat dissipation is difficult. Rapid blood flow is often used to 
combat extreme cold, for .·example, in :birds' legs or ·the ear of a 
rabbit. Goodall (30) demonstrated that the ear of an Ayrshire ca.If 
contains many,anastomos:es (c.onnections between.blood vessels), peri-
pheral blood flow varies with _the need of heat loss or conservation, 
. and this vascular control is a ,significant heat regulation mechanism . 
. A study:by Beak}ey(5) shows ratios o,f th.ermal conductances-from.ear 
'. 
to ,environment and .fro.m body· to ear before and after an environmental 
change.-from 35 to 18. C. Thermal conductances were defined as heat 
transfer coefficients based on-ear to; e.n:v'ironm.ent and ;rectum to ,ear 
temperature differeI!,tials . The-ratio, changed from 1 /4 to ,5. . Since 
. the ear to. environment co.nductance·remain,ed relatively ·unchanged, 
. the change in rectal to,ear conductance is equivalent to,a 20-.fold in-
crease "in blood flow to .the ear. 
Heat- is thus :very effectively -transferred from the centers of 
heat production in the co.re of an ,animal. to the periphery. by: the blood, 
and this transference is .modified by various anatomical arrangements. 
Heat Transfer Through the Hair Coat 
Heat transfer-from skin to hair surface is. measurably. affected 
by·hair coat chara:cteristics such as thickness and length. Blaxter (10) 
found thaLin cool weather, as the fleece of a sheep,.grew, heat produc-
tion ;fell to a minimu:m by.-the time the sheep had 30 to 40 millimeters 
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of wool. . The effectiveness of wooLas an insulating layer is shown but 
quantitative evaluation is more difficult. 
The coefficient of thermal conductance, Kc, was ·related .to fleece 
thickness by. Arms:trong, and others (l ). by the equation 
Kc = 80. 1 - 29. 7 log 10.t 
wher·e tis 9-verage depth of co,vering .over sheep in centimeters. They 
,were less successful in characterizing.the insulating value of a cattle 
coat. The numerical insulation value for a cattle coat, erected by 
piloerector muscles is lower than the value for sheep .. They attribute 
this to the sparser hair coat, p.ermittin.g so,me con;vection between hairs. 
Thermal insulation .o.f 0. 004 centigrade degrees - · square meter -
24 hr /kcal provided by the eight millimete·r hair coat of a steer was 
determined experimentally,.by measuring .the total cooling resistance 
of the animal, and subtracting experimentally gained values for insula-
tion of air and of tissues corrected for basal evaporative lasses. 
Berry, .Shanklin and Johnson (6), studied four physical factors 
thought to· affect thermal insulation o.f live stock hair coats. Multiple 
correlation of 38 readings fakenat 90 F air temperature resulted in 
. the following equc!-tion: 
k L 12.5 t 0. 02328 + 0. 0179 N - 0. 0634 Db - 0. 00783 d 
where 
k = conductivity, B TU-in/hour.-ft2 




number of hairs,. 1000 per iri2 
bulk density. of hair coat, lb/.ft3 
hair diameter, microns 
. Partitioning o,f Heat Dis sipatin,g Mechanisms 
34 
· Animals lose latent or insensible heat. by e-vapotation .. They,lose 
sensible heat by radiation, conduction a,nd convection. Heat dissipa .. 
.. tion :.by- evaporc!,tion can be. further divided into heat lost by:, vapq:rization 
from respiratory sturfaces and that lost. through vaporization from_ the 
skin,surface. 
Heat Loss• Through· Respiration 
Heat loss qy·vaporization-from thelung.s.is gQvernedbythe r.es-
pira,.t,;:>ryyolume rate and humidity of inspil'ed and e-xpired air. Under 
· influence of hea,t stress, cattle ·exhibit polypnoea (rapid breathing) to 
a degre·e dependent on,the magnitude a.nd duration of the heat stress 
(27). Increasing :the rate of r·espir~tion causes an incr·eased dissipa-
tion of heat by'warming :the ·inspired iir and by ·incji-eas:ing evaporation 
from r·espiratory passages and lungs. Heat exchange of war-ming 
inspired a.ir is proportio:nal to .the mas--s in inspired air, · its spe·dfic 
heat, and the temperature difference between inspire-cl and e·xpired air. 
Heat exchange, by·e:vaporation is the product of the mass of vapor 
a_dded to .the air and the lat_ent heat of e-vaporation of water; A higher 
convectio.n ~oefficient would -also res-ult from- the increased velocities. -
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associated with rapid breathing. 
Although qualitative aspects of heat loss by cattle·are s:imilar to 
thos·e of man, the quantitative relations ·are quite different. There are 
· two fundamental ways . in which cattle and other ·farm animals differ \ 
from man:in heat loss mechanisms. First, cattle ·do not possess such 
a highiy developed perspiration mec;hanism as man. Second; below a 
temperature of 80. F, cattle have a pulmonary.,veritilation· rate per unit 
body weight aboµt twice as great as man .. giving cattle a g11ec1i,ter respi-
ratory advantage :(14). However, Brody'(l6) points out that tpe ·contri-
bution of increa·sed respiration to :evapo.rat.ive cooling i-n cattle may ,be 
offset partially ·by -inc-r·eas.ed heat production .from the work of panting. 
Tho:mpso,n, Mccrosky, , a.,nd .Brody (75) s,how the pe:rc-e·ntage of 
total heat production"lost by·vaporization of water-from.the cow's body. 
At 0.F, only abqut eight percent o,f total he~t pro,du,ction .was dissipa.ted 
through vaporiza.tion of water .. The percentage ·increased .to ;twen.ty 
percent at 50 F and rose rapidly.to·a.bout 100 percent at 100:F . 
. Heat Loss~by:Surface Vaporization 
Kibler and 1:hody(48) have shown.the partitioning.a,£ evaporative 
cooling:between outer body, surfaces and .. the· resp;i.ratory.,tract. Figure 
2 indicates. noticeable ·increase in cutaneous .evaporative·heat loss 
·abqve about 65 F. This might be'analogous to·a.n outbreak of sweati,ng 
in man. . Quantitatively, however, . the differenc.e-- in sweating .or skin 
surface ·evaporation .rate ·betwEien-.the cow and man g;i.ven by Brody 
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· and others is large. . A m.a.n 1.in .dry; air can perspire at the rate of 
approximately:2.4 grams per ·kilogram body. weight per· hour (28) where-
·as cows could attain 1-a maximum·. vaporization .rate of only: 1. 5 grams 
· p.er ·kilogram· body,..weight per ·hour. 
Although ,cattle are categorized-as.a,.non-sweating'.animal, heat 
. loss·by,··vaporization of. body_,moistu,re on,the.· surface plays a._very. s~gni· 
:, . 
fica.nt role·in dissipat-ing.:h_eat. Findlay, Goodall, and Yang.(28), have 
shown that cattle of temperate a.nd .t:ropical breeds .:possess . swe-.t 
. ' 
glands distr'ibuted over-the-entire surface of-.the· .. body. -On-e sweat 
gland is associated .with,eac·h·hair. follicJe. \ Glands.:have a.poor blood 
· supply,and -al"e of the apocrine type·i~·which,the secretory. cells pinch 
o,ff their product as :~t is formed. . They, point out that, a~tomically 
, sweat glands of cattle are like,those of ca.ts and dogs a.nd.n<>t like·man's 
. highly, active ecc:dne ·(e~cretory), glands, whose principle function -is 
. heat dissip-.tion.. · .In eccrine,glands, swea.t h formed .and .. discharged 
.from. the· glandular cell without disruption .of. the· cell. wall. . Water ·may, 
. nevertheless, , be -transpired through .the skin ·-of cattle ·by. simple 
osmosis,. in·.which · sweait glands play/no ,pa.rt. 
Kibler· an.d: Bro.dy ,:.(47); and Thompson, . McCrosk;ey .·a.nd Brady 
: (74) showed .that for: European ·.evolved c:attle,. insensible ·weight losses, 
. which:are compc:;>sed o.f metabolic ·weight loss and:.vaporized .moisture, 
. val"y, with surface area. rather ·than ,body,rweight. Far bath European 
' a.nd Indian -.evolved cattle -the ratio of eva.po:rative:loss.:to,total heat 
production .is .the same for aU anj.mal~-and increases exponentially 
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with environmental te.mperatu,re,up,to.85·F regardless of breed, weight 
and product,ive level. . Vapodzed .mo.isture 'loss per animaL is- lower 
for · European ·than for Indian evolved cattle. Thompson and -his co-
-workers produced prediction cul'ves:fqr·the··variation in total moisture 
loss 'with d;i.fferent. environmental. temperatures for· Jersey. a,.nd.Holstein 
cattle. Moistu.re evaporated in pounds per·hour per ·cow was 0. 30, 
0. 61,. and 1. 92 atte.mperatures oJ 0, SO andJQS F respectively· .. Yeck 
andStewart (82) indicate-that slightly,-more,than,50 percent of stable 
· moisture load was vaporized directly-from the animal's body·in work 
. a,t the psychroenergetic laboratory in:Missquri. 
Thompson and others _(77). show the· effects of low, .mediu.m and 
high-air velocities over a.temperature·range.-fro.ml8.:to,93 Fon .total 
evaporation cooling :(Figure·3), and on:.surface·temperatu:re of lactatin~ 
_Brown Swiss,. Holstein, Jersey. and on·.non-lacta,ting .Jersey c:1-nd 
;Brahman cows. Vaporization at lo.w air velQcity.gradually .. increases 
with· increasin,g .env_iron;mental. temperature from. 18 .to .,65 ,F, . then 
mo:re rapidly -to 80 F when.·.near ·maxi.mum vaporization ·is .. reached . 
. When vaporization .at. high-velodty.·is si.mila:rly, plotted,. the rapid in-
crease in,.vaporization begins nec:1,rer 80.:F and continues up __ to -95 F. 
TaneJa (71.), using.a capsule technique developed .for measu:tTe-
ment o,f cutaneous. evaporation,. reports .. evaporc:1,tion .from the shoulder 
o,f Zebu-cross -is significantly,1higher ·than.that of Shorthorn. . There 
was,. however, . no .difference between-the two breeds in·.the cuta,.neous 
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'L (LOW)········· 0.4 MPH 
M(MEDIUM)-- 4 TO 6 MPH 
H (HIGH)·---- 8 TO 9 MPH 
• 
I 
Figure 3. A Summary Chart Showing Average Values at 
Each of the Air Velocities for Jersey, 
Holstein and Brown Swiss. Reproduced 
from Thompson and Others {77). 
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losses from the shoulder area increased linearly with:.increase .in skin 
temperature. In shorthorn, there was no important increase .in 
cutaneous evaporation from the shoulder area, although skin tempera-
ture increased by about two to .three degrees. F. Zebu-cross had 
lower skin temperatures 0£ .the shoulder area when compared with that 
of Shorthorn. The lower. skin temperatures were assodated with 
higher cutaneous evaporation. Taneja (72), in a subsequent i;tudy, 
concluded that sweat glands in. cattle are indeed functional and prevent 
body temperatures from rising. He, based his conclusions on the skin 
vapor production. response to the introduction of various drugs known 
' 
to activate or suppress sweat gland activity. 
McLean (53) studied anatomical distribution of moisture loss on 
the body of a calf. Maximum evaporation rates occurred.behind the 
shoulder and were three times the minimum rates which were on. the 
belly. 
Heat Loss by Radiation 




q ·- heat emission, BTU /hr 
a- = . Stefan-Boltz.man Constant, 0. 174 x 10- 8 B TU/hr-ft2-R4 
E = emittance of radiating surface, dimensionless 
A = area of radiating surface, ft2 
T = temperature of radiating surface, R 
Coincident with radiant heat dissipation from a. body to its 
surrounding is a transfer of heat from the surroundings to the body. 
Net·· heat exchange .therefore depends not only upon characteristics 
and temperature of the body, but of its surroundings as well. In 
addition, the shape factor, defined as the fraction of total energy 
emitted or reflected from the source impinging on the receiver, must 
be known. Perhaps the most difficult factors to evaluate are the 
emittance, the reflectance and the shape factor. 
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Stewart, Pickett and Brody ( 68) reported .increases in reflectance 
fro.m hair surfaces of Brown Swiss and Brahman cattle during three 
and four months confinement in a climatic chamber with .environmental 
temperature slowly increasing from 65 to 95 F. The authors suggest 
the increase was apparently caused by temperature only since no solar 
radiation was present in the chamber. Solar radiation and other 
environmental variables, may modify the reaction considerably. The 
noted increases also could have been produced by time dependent 
changes in physical characteristics of hair from natural causes other 
than temperature. 
Riemerschmid (61) indiccited a diffE;rence in absorption of solar 
radiation by white and red hairy coats. In a subsequent study, 
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Rie.merschmid and E_lder (62l evalua.ted the absorptance of hides with 
different colored hair coats. Their findings are summarized- in 
, Table I. 
TABLE I 
THE MEAN ABSORPTANCE OF HIDES OF D_IFFERENT COLORS 
Cream Red D~rk Red _ Black 
White Zu_lu Simmenthaler Afrikaner -. Sussex Aberdeen Angus 
49 percent 50 percent 78 percent 83 percent 89 percent 
A companion study of abscirptance by hajr coats. with various 
shades of red showed a range from 78 to 83 percent. · Fqr coats qf 
like colors, they found no. difference in absorption, between smoother 
summer coats and hairy winter coats. Clipping the hair on a cu-rly 
, Sussex winter coc:l.t caused only two perce.p.t reduction in total absorp-
tance .. Part of this difference may have been due to a slight change 
in color caused by clipping. 
Stewart and Brody (71) report the results of exposing. Holstein, 
Jersey, and Brahman cattle to. varying radiation· intensities for a one 
week period. Data are presented on_ measured reflectance of differ-
ent colored hairs from cattle and rates in_-the wave length. range 290 
to 1200 rnillimicrons. These data- are summarized-in Figure 4. 
-- . 
Shape £actors for thermal radiation excha1;1ge between cows and 
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Figure 4. Typical Wavelength-Reflectance Curves for Hair of 




a method for evaluating the exchange, repres(onting the cow by equiva-
lent spheres. The radii of the equivalent spheres a:re 2. 13 feet for 
exchange with.floor and ceiling, 2. 38 feet for sidewalls, and 2. 02 feet 
for front and back walls. These values are 1. 8, 2. 08 and. 1. 78 times 
the heart girth. 
Heat Loss by Conduction 
An animal loses heat by conduction through cont.act with sur~ 
rounding surfaces. The magnitude of loss depends on the thermal 
conductivities of the contacting surfaces, their areas and tempera-
tures. Conduction heat loss from an animal su.rface to the surround-
ings would hardly seem significant for a standing animal because of 
the small contact surface ( 12). 
Heat Loss by Convection 
The loss of heat from surface to air (exchisive of evaporative 
losses) is not controlled by the homeothermic mechanism of the body 
but follows physical laws. In the absence of temperature differences 
between a standing animal and surrounding surfaces, Newton's Law 
provided the basis for the overall non ... evaporative heat transfer. 
Newton's Law of Cooling states that the non-,evaporative heat loss, 
Q, in time t, from a body of surface area A, is directly proportional 
to the temperature difference, t 1 ~ t 2 , between the surface and sur-
rounding fluid as given by the equation 
in which his a coefficient of heat transfer p.efined_ by the equation, 
_ and. determined by experiment. 
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Thompson, Worstell and Brody (75), in investigations regarding 
the influences of surface temperatures on heat dissipation concluded 
. that Ne'1Vttin!'s Law of Coaling is applicable to the non-evaporative 
coolin.g of cows under conditions where radiation and conduction are 
· essentially elimi.l'lated. 
Thompson and others (76) p_1'esented skin and hair temperature 
data for Holstein, Jersey, and Brahman cows exposed to envil'oJi--
- mental temperatures from O to 105 F, and from Brown Swiss cows 
_ and Brahman and Brown.Swiss yearlings exposed from 40 to 105 F 
temperatures _(Figure 5). 
The data were analy21ed and rationalized with Newton I s Law of 
Cooling and estimates were made of the heat transfer coefficient in 
Newton's Law equation for seve'\al conductive or insulative layers. 
They found in comparing insulative characteri_stics from skin to hair 
with hair to air that the portion of total resistance attributed to hair 
to air increased from 60 percent to about ?O percent as chamber air 
temperatures were increased from O_ to 100 F. Figure 5 shows the 
skin temperatures increased from about 80 F at 5 F air temperature 
to about 102 at 100 F air temperature. Generally, hair temperature 
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Winslow (79) determined convective interchanges from surfaces 
of humans by empirically deriving constants for a theoretical equation. 
He based his reasoning on the equation 
; where 
c = 
C = convective loss, kg-cal/hr 
Kc = ·a.constant depending on the physical processes 
involved aµd on the posture and shape of the 
individual subject. 
V = air velocity in cm/ sec 
Ts = mean temperature of body surface in centigrade 
degrees 
Ta = air temperature, C 
The proposition that moving air increases convective heat loss 
from the body in proportion to the square root of velocity began as a 
mere assumption, bu,t the validity of the relationship for velocities 
up.to 264 centimeters per second was shown by Winslow, Gagge and 
Herrington (81 ). 
The hypothesis that heat transfer from ~urface to air in ani-
mals f0Uows Newton's Law of Cooling h ~trengthened by a summari~ 
zation of thermal conductances reported by .Blaxter (10) and shown 
in Table II. 
TABLE II 
THERMAL CONDUCTANCE OF THE INTERFACE BETWEEN 
BODY SURFACE AND AIR,IN DIFFERENT SPECIES 
. 48· 
. Thermal. Conciuctance 
of Air Interface 
Species Hair Coat 
' l ' 
k-cal/rn -24 hr-C 
Sheep(?)* Closely Clipped 130 
I 
. Sheep· (8) With Fleece 140 
Calf ( 10) Normal Coat 174 
Steer (9) Normal Coat 167 
Man (21) NakEld 167 
Adult Pig (40) Virtually None 125 
Baby Pig (55) Virtually None 172 
Rat (37) Normal Coat 151 
,Guinea. Pig (37) · Normal Coat 142 
Mouse (37) Normal Coat 162 
*Numbers in parenthesis refer to original references. 
Compilation of references credited to Blaxter (10). 
In each instance the gradient of temperature is that from the 
surface in contact with the environment to the air; that is, in furred 
animals, surface temperature is that of the hair surface. No air vel-
ocities are given so. the values are assumed. to represent free convec-
tion coefficients. Any small differences might well be 4ue to slight 
differences .in air currents from experiment to experiment. The low 
value for the adult pig probably reflects the existence of a sparse 
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hair coat which·was neglected in the surface temperature measure-
ments. Thermal conductance values listed are based on all non-
. evaporative heat transfer including radiation. The uniformity of con-
ductance values suggests that surface to air heat transfer is relatively 
independent of fleece or hair characteristics. 
Thompson, and others (79) studied the effect of wind on surface 
temperatures of cattle by varying air velocities and temper~ture. 
Increasing air velocity reduced skin- and hair temperature r.oughly in 
proportion to the decline in ambient temperature. Lowering of sur-
. face temperature with increasing air velocity was apparently caused 
. by increased convective, rather than evaporative, cooling since in-
creas~d air velocity did not increase the vaporization rate except at 
95 F. 
In· studying the influence of changing wind over a wide range of 
temperatures on respiration.rate, pulse rate, pulmonary ventilation 
. rate, rectal temperature, heat production, respiratory cooling and 
related values on cattle, :f:(ibler and Brody (47) found definite cooling 
effects from increased air movement. Increasing air velocity from 
0. 5 to 10 miles per hour increased heat dissipation in cattle at 17 F 
air temperature. Similar increases in air velocity at 50 and 65 F 
had little effect on total heat dissipation. Non-evaporative losses 
were greater but were counteracted by a decrease in heat loss by 
. vaporization from skin and respiratory tract. At 80. F, heat 
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dissipation was depressed, but less so at high air velocities than at 
low air velocities. At 95 F, suppressed metabolism which developed 
under conditions of low air velocity was alleviated by introducing air 
velocities of eight to nine miles per hour. 
Determination of Surface Area 
The direct relationship between heat dissipation fro.m the body 
and surface area prompted an investigation of the quantitative deter-
mination of this area. Hogan and Skouby (37) report the Meek 
Formula, developed in 1879, as the first attempt to relate surface 
area with some more easily determined parameter. Meek's formula 
for the human body is 
where 
S = K w213 
S = surface area, square centimeters 
W = weight, grams 
K = constant, l2;312foradults 
Brody ( 14) rationalized a si.milar equation relating surface to 
body weight based on the fact that in gee.metrically similar bodies, 
surface S, is proportional to the square of linear size L, and volume 
or weight W, is proportional to cube of linear size. Since 
S oC L 2 and Loe: W 1 I 3 
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Therefore, 
1 /3 2 = aW2/3 S oc. (W ) 
He cautions that a growing animal does not always re.main geometri-
cally si.milar. 
Brody and Elting (1 7), in describing a. method of measuring 
surface area and its relation between growth in weight and skeletal 
growth. in dairy cattle provide the equation 
s = 0. 15 w0· 56 
where 
s = surface· area, square meters 
w = weight, kilograms 
Blaxter and Wainman (9), in their report on the heat emission 
and energy metabolism of steers use the formula 
S = 0.9W0.667 
where unit designations are the same as for Brody and Elting' s 
equation. They do not, however, indicate the source of the equation, 
Trowbridge, Moulton and Haigh (73) measured cattle and 
attempted to establish a constant K, for the Meek formula. Values 
ranged from K:;:, 7. 319 for older, fat cattle to 10. 474 in younger, 
thinner cattle. After DuBois and DuBois (23) developed an equation 
for man based on both height and weight, Hogan and Skouby (39) 
produced a more accurate equation for cattle. This equation was 
S = w0 · 4 xL0 · 6 xK 
where 
S = surface, square centimeters 
W = .wetght, kilograms 
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L = body length, measured fro.m withers, centimeters 
K = 217 
The presence of a length factor in the equation of Hogari and 
Skouby allows for differences in body conformation. In designing a 
model to represent the shape and surface area of a bovine, the pres-
ence of a length factor in the equation for surface area provides a 
relationship not present in the other equations. Therefore, Hogan 
- and Skouby' s equation was selected for surface determination in the 
model de sign. 
Summary 
The physiology of heat regulation and dissipation in cattle is 
not only complex but also very effective. In cold surroundings, 
animals conserve heat and remain in relative comfort at temperatures 
as low as OF. As air temperatures rise and heat .must be dissipated 
to prevent a rise in body temperature, the homeothermic mechanism 
responds with physiological changes to enhance removal of excess 
heat. Control is excellent for heat transport from internal sources 
· to the outer surfaces of the skin but less effective between the skin 
surface and outer hair surface. Beyond the hair an ani.mal has no 
control over heat exchange other than to seek the .most favorable 
ambient conditions. 
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When air temperatures are low, animals conserve energy by 
reducing blood flow and heat transport to the surface and surface 
temperatures drop below internal body temperature. A wide varia-· 
tion of temperatures occurs over the body surface. In subzero 
climates, surface temperatures are often only slightly above freez-
ing. In contrast, when air temperatures rise above comfort levels, 
blood flow is increased, inducing uniformly high surface tempera-
tures to maximize the surface to air temperature gradient. 
Equations are available for determination of surface area of 
cattle by relating it to .more easily measured quantities. Surface 
area can be approximated fro.m animal weight, and determined with 
somewhat better accuracy by relating it to both weight and length. 
CHAPTER V 
INVESTIGATIONS ON MIXED CONVECTION 
In the absence of all outside sources of air movement such as 
blowers or natural wind currents, the only fluid motion present is 
· that generated by body forces within the fluid. Body forces created 
by density variations in the fluid can cause significant fluid motion 
and therefore affect the energy transport within the fluid. Heat trans-
fer by fluid motion of this type is called free or natural convection . 
. When air currents from other sources are present and are 
substa.ntially greater than fluid motion generated by body forces, 
thermal transport from a surface to the fluid is designated as forced 
convection. Obviously, no heat loss by forced convection can occur 
unless a temperature differential exists, in which case body forces 
are also present. Therefore forced convection heat transfer is 
always accompanied by some, even though sometimes relatively 
insignificant, free convection fluid flow. Whether the heat loss 
caused by free convection is significant or not depends on the relative 
magnitude 'of the body forces compared to other forces acting on the 
fluid. When the relative magnitudes are such that both types of 
forces are significant, the heat loss is regarded as .mixed convection. 
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Although considerable attention has been given to analytical and 
experimental solutions of the boundary layer equations for pure free 
and pure forced convection, only in recent yea.rs has an attack been 
. . .. 
made ·an mixed .. flo:w. In 1953, Eckert, Diaguila, and Curren (24) 
studied mixed convective heat transfer in a short tube with free convec-
tio11.siding. and opposing the forced flow. They included a fifth dimen-
• 
sionless parameter, length/diameter, to the e~uation Nu= f(Re, Gr, 
Pr), but indicated this addition to be peculiar to tube flow. In the 
mixed flow region with aiding flows, the heat transfer coefficients 
were always larger than the larger of the calculated forced flow or 
· free flow coefficients. 
In 1955,. Eckert, Diaguila and Livingood (25) reported on free 
convection effects for turbulent flow through a vertical tube with 
gravity flow opposite in direction to forced flow. In addition to deter-
mining limits between forced, mixed and free flow regions, they 
reported reduction in.heat transfer rates for mixed opposing a1:1 com'" 
pared to eithe:rr free or forced flow. Hallman (33) also analyzed mixed 
I . 
convection heat transfer in. vertical tubes with uniform heat generation. 
In 1960, Tao (70) used an, analytical approach to heat transfer prob-
le.ms of combined free and forced convection.by a fully developed 
laminar flow in a. vertical channel of constant axial wall te.mperature 
gradient .. 
The aforementioned studies and others have confined their inves-
t' t' t ' r! t' . ' ""'·b h 1 d th .1giL1.on.s o m1 .. r.-.e ... convec.1.on. t!l i,u. eA, c ... a.nn.e. s an. o. er 
enclosures so none of the equations derived are directly applicable 
to the problem of cooling cattle. 
Yuge (83) conducted experiments on heat transfer from small 
spheres including combined natural and forced convection with air 
as the cooling fluid. He related the mean of the measured values 
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for Nus selt number for mixed flow with the Nus selt number for forced 
flow using the Nusselt number for natural flow as a parameter. This 
is consistent with the equation Nu= f(Pr, Re, Gr) (Eq. 3-20 of Chap;;. 
ter III}. Klyachko (SO} followed with a very critical analysis of Yuge' s 
work and submitted what he considered preferable formulae for heat 
transfer with combined free and forced action. His proposed for.mu-
lae, however, also show Nu to be a function of Re, Gr, and Pr. Both 
sets of equations relate to small spheres where the ratio of object 
diameter to boundary layer thickness is not necessarily large. 
An analytical solution to the boundary layer equations for com-
bined external flow was made by Sparrow, Eichhorn, and Greg (67). 
A study was made of similar solutions which constitute a set of 
exact solutions of the laminar boundary layer equations. They began 
with the boundary layer form of the equations of the basic conserva-
tion laws; mass, momentum and energy with steady, non-dissipative, 
constant property flows. Guided by previous experience with bound-
ary layer problems, they proposed a new independent variable,' , 
and constructed two new dependent variables, both functions of~ 
to. reduce the partial differential equations to a corresponding pair 
of ordinary ones. The resultant pair of equations were then solved 
for aiding flow using numerical techniques and 4. 0 Nu/Re 0 · 5 was 
plotted versus Gr 0 · 5 /Re (Figure 6). The .interesting feature of the 
relationship is that the heat transfer results for mixed flows show 
a surprisingly small deviation from the envelope formed by the 
asymptotic limiting lines for free and forced flow. The maximum 
error that could occur in heat transfer predictions based on the 
envelope lines rather than the mixed convection line would be 23 
percent. Heat transfer from mixed aiding flow is thus somewhere 
between 0. and 23 percent higher than pure free or pure forced flow. 
In Chapter III, the relative importance of pure free or pure 
forced convection in a .mixed flow situation is shown as a function of 
the .magnitude of the Gr/Re2 ratio. However, .no. values are given 
for the ratio which could be used to identify a given condition as 
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pure free, pure forced or mixed flow. The solutions of Sparrow, 
Eichhorn, and Greg provide a readily available criterion for defining 
the heat transfer based on this ratio for aiding flows. The authors 
suggest fluid flow might be considered effectively: ptlre (either forced 
or free) if the heat transfer deviates by no .more than five percent 
from the value associated with completely pure flow. Application of 
this five-percent criterion to their results identified mixed flow as 
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Figure 6. Heat Transfer and Friction Fa.ctor Results for Aiding 
Flows (Uniform Wall Temperature, Pr = 0 . 72). 
Reproduced from Sparrow and Others (67 ). 
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lower li.mit still applies but no criterion for purely free convection 
flow is available since solutions were not obtained beyond the separa-
tion point. These recent studies verify, to a degree, the insight 
possessed by McAdams (52) who suggested, for the .mixed flow region, 
the use of the larger heat transfer coefficient obtained from forced 
and free convection correlations. His rule, however, was primarily 
intended for flow in tubes. 
Although the practice of utilizing forced air currents to cool 
cattle was presumed to constitute a mixed convection situation, cal-
culations were made to classify the flow according to the criterion 
of Sparrow. Assuming a bovine body could be represented by 
cylinders ranging from 0. 25 feet to 2. 0 feet in diameter and forced 
air velocities up to five feet per second would be prevalent, a value 
of Gr /Re 2 was computed and plotted versus free stream velocity 
with cylinder diameter as a parameter in Figure 7. For tempera-
ture differentials up to 15 F, mixed flow occurs on some .member of 
the body for forced air velocities up to 2. 4 feet per secohd. This 
velocity range presu.mably constitutes only the lower portion of the 
range that would be practical for cooling cattle. 
. 2 
If the Gr/Re 
criterion for defining flows were based on conditions more nearly 
identical to those expected in a cattle cooling system, the informa-
tion in Figure 7 would justify limiting the study to forced convection. 
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Relationship of :Expected Values of Gr /Re 2 to Sparrow's 
Criterion for Convection Classification. · 
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which would depart from actual conditions on the windward side of an 
object and would be irrelevant on the leeward side where separation 
occurs. Consequently, the curves .may require shifting to be appro-
priate for cattle cooling, and the possible influence of body forces 




Heat exchange between.fluids in motion and regular surfaces such 
as flat plates and cylindrical tubes with axial flow can be calculated. 
For irregular shapes and cylinders in cross~flow, where flow sepa-
rates from the surface, present understanding of underlying processes 
is insufficient to permit direct solution. Therefore a model and dimen .. 
sional. analysis; were used to. develop prediction equfl.tion!i! for heat t:ra,n.s .. 
fer from a bovine body. 
A knowledge of the variables influencing.a physical system is a 
prerequisite to a meaningful investigation qf the system. The variables 
must be inter~:related and combined. to form ~ppropriate dimensio.nltH!lS 
parameters. The convection heat transfer equations developed in 
. Chapter III provide insight on. the. variables and inte:r .. dependence of the 
physical quantities for the formation cif appropriate para.meters. 
Identification of Variables 
The qualitative cha.:ra.cteristic s of the pertinent variables can be 
expressed by six indepe11de11t din1.ensio11s, na.r:n.ely, Force (F), Mass (M), 
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Length (L), Time _(T), Temperature (Q), and Heat_(H). Since the prob-
lem is one of heat flux .(Q), which Newton's Law of Copling iq.entifies 
as a function of temperature d,ifferential (Qw), coef:(:i.~ient of heat trans-
fer (h), and surface a:rea:.which can be cha~acterized. by aJen~th- (A), 
the .list of variabl~s must include three of these fqur. Dissipa.:ted heat' 
flow through and into the fluid is controlled by flu~d th_ermal co.p,d_uc-_ 
tivity (k) and fluid specific heat (C). Fluid motion. identifies the syste.m 
as in.ertial, and flow can be characteri.~ed br fluid velo~ity :(ucio), density 
( f ), viscosity ()1. ), arid Newton's Second Law Coefficient JNe). Body 
forces generate fluid motion as the result of vo.lume change with te.m-
perature (~), and gravity forces (G), acting. on the fluid .. Thus, the 














PiR TINENT VARIAB.LES :FOR CONVECTION HEAT 
TRANSFER STUDY 
Symbol .. V~riable Units . Dimensions 
Q Heat flux BTU/hr.,.ft2 
...1 -... 
HT•-4 L 
gw Tw - Ta, F Q 
i\. Characteristic length ft L 
k . Fluid_ Conductivity · BTU/hr-ft-F ffT~1 i.-10 - I 
c Fluid specific heat . BTU/lbm-F HM-lo-l 
.u~ .Free stream velocity . ft/hr LT-! 
e Fluid density · 1bm:/ft3 ML"' 3 
)J. Fluid. viscosity lb(;hr ~ft2 .. FTL- 2 
Ne New~n's 2nd Law Coef. lbf_;hr /lbm.,.ft FM"' 1L-\r'T2 
~ Coef. of thermal exp. . 1/F gli}' 
G Gravity. field force lbf/lbm FM- 1 
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The rank of the dimensional matrix for the variables. is six, so 
,by Langh,aar's Rule {51), which states that the number of independent, 
dimensionless parameters. always equals the difference between the 
:q.umber of pertinent variables and the rank of the dimensional matr.ix, 
i 
the variables can be combined infive parameters or Pi.terms. The 
general prediction is of the form 
Pi - 1 = f(Pi-2, Pi-3, Pi-4, Pi-5) 
or, using. the dimensionless parameters, three of which were developed 
. in Chapter III, 
Pi-1, Q)I. /Qwk, a form of the Nusselt Number, describes .. the ratio 
of heat transfer through film to transfer into fluid. It is also an index 
of the ratio of characteristic physical, dimension to boundary layer 
thickness. ,In this experiment it is the averc;1.ge Nusselt Number, Nu, 
Pi-2, cµ/kNe, the Prandtl Number, is an index of the ratio of 
convected heat times viscous forces and conducted heat ti.mes inertial 
•i 
forces. Pr contains o:p.lythermo-physical properties of the fluid at:id 
is a composite property . 
. Pi-3, uooA('Netu is the Reynolds Number, a.measuxe of the :ratio 
of inertial forces to viscous forces, 
Pi-4, NeGA 3f 2/,µ. 2 , and Pi-5, @Qw, are com.manly combined in 
heat transfer problems .to, form the G:rashof Number. Combining the 
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two parameters is suggested in the theoretical development leading to 
the dimensionlE)ss equation (3-18) where the variable G never appears 
except with~ in the form Gf3 , implying both have the same exponent. 
Experiments with different geornetric dim.ensions, S1!1.bstances and tern-· 
peratures have·verified the validity of combining the parameters (42). 
The meaning of Gr is obscure but can be clarified somewhat by consider-
ing. its derivation from the differential equation, Gr resulted fro.m the 
.product of Re 2 and G(3i\Qw/NeU.oo2. : Gr /Re 2 can be interpreted as an 
index qf 1:he ratio qf bou:yancy, force per unit volume (f G(39w) and the 
inertia force per unit volume ( E' uo:> 2 Ne/ L). 
The general prediction equation was therefore simplified from one 
with five parameters to four, as shown in Chapter III (Eq, 3). The 
equation obtained was 
Nu = {(Pr, Re,. Gr) 
Selection of Characteristic Length 
In the identi;fi~ation of pertinent variables, charcl.cteristic length, 
~ was included to represent aU:physical length di.mensions, In geomet-
rically defined bodies, all length and functions of length such as area 
and volume can be related to one characteristic length. In heat transfer 
studies on bodies of common shape, a standard climension is used, for 
instance, distance from leading edge to point of interest in flat pl~tes 1 
and (.liameter for cylinders and spheres, 
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The characteristic length for the model bovine had to be one 
appropriate for heat transfer relationships and one which could be read-
· Uy related to other physical dimensions of cattle .. The .most common 
length. term used in de scribing cattle size is the heart ,girth, the ci:rcum-
ference of the trunk behind the fore legs. By dividing by pi, this can 
. easily· be related to diameter of the trunk which.is one of the cylinders 
.. in. the model. Consequently, hec:1..rt girth divided by pi, or trunk diame-
ter was selected for characteristic length, 
Model Requiretlle~ts and Construction 
Air mqvement, forced or natural, about an animal body will cause 
separation of flow from the surface. Therefore· the quantitative· rela-
· tions among the parameters in the general equation cannot be deter-
. mined analytically;. they: must be determined by experiment. 
· Prediction equations were developed by conducting experiments 
on a model rep re senti.µg a bovine bocly, The requJrements of the model 
were based on experimental information describing. the size, shape, and 
heat generation and heat transfer characteristics of cattle as reviewed 
in Chapter IV. 
The complexity and effectiveness of the homeothermic mechanism 
in developing most advantageous temperature distribution patters for 
heat conservation or dissipation have been described in. Chapter IV, As 
ambie.nt air temperatures approach those of the body, surface tempera ... 
tu:res are maximized to maintain,the .most favorable S\l.riace·to-air 
~"' 
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gradient over the 'tmtire· body. The circulatory system effectively: trans-
ports. heat to aU extremitj.es, resulting in a.unifqrm teni~e·rature over 
the body: su.rface·. To, model the· internal system would be a,_formidable 
task,. but .its effect.iweness in. establishing. a, uniform surface·.tempera-
.ture simplifies model representa~ion for· co<illing. studies. Tl;Lus, ene 
model requirement was, a uniform surface teri,>.perature. 
Convectiqn· heat transfer depends on.,fluid. flqw characteristics 
. which .in.turn ,;!.re .in,fiuenced by the shape of the object. Consequently, . . 
the model had to simulate the geome.t:ric configuration of a;.bovirl~·body. 
An,idealized pr0t0type bovine shape was developed utilizing.a. combina-
·tion of cylinders:anq.tubes repl!esenting .. trunk,, head and neck, and· legs. 
The leng.th-.diame1ter ratio qf each member equ.alled the length ... dianieter 
ratio of the body· secti0n· rep.resented .. 3?rody: .( 14); compHed dimens.ions 
for :livestock which ind,icate the <;!.verage values for an 800-pound cow 
listed in ... Table ,Iy .. 
· TAB.LEJlV 
DIMENSIONS FOR 800 .. pouND cow 
Section 
Trunk 
Hea~ and Neck 
I 
Legs below trunk 
·Length 
. 4. 8. ft. 
. 1. 8 ft. 
2. 0 ft. 
· Dia:rnete r 
z. o. ft .. 
O. 7 5 ft. horizontally 
1. 0 ft./ vertically 
0. 33 ft. 
.Hogan· and Sko.uby' s equation (39) for i:1urface area. determina-
tions !was c.onverted to foot pQund u~its to reE!,d 
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wh,ere 
· S = surface ar~a,, ft2 
. W = weight, pounds 
. L = length of .trunk:from po.int of withers. to, base of tail, ft. 
K = a. constant equal to 1. 32 ft1.· 4/.lbo. 4 
Substituti~g. the dimensions taken. from Brody, 
· . o. 4 0. 6 2 
S = l. 32 x (800) x .(4. 8) .. = 49, 2 ft 
This ij.rea, would be approximated in an idealized prototype by the sur-
face area of the sections assembled as shown in Figure 8. 
A full size model was consicle:red diff.icult to. handle .. However, 
, a .large length scale ,'factor n, presented pr©blems in. establishing condi-
tions where the Grashof Number would .be within.a· realistic-·range·for 
cattle cooling because of the appearance of "A 3 in .. Gr. That is, for 
Gr-prototype to equal Gr-model when ;..-prototype equals n,:\.- mc;,del, 
. some other quantity in Gr-model would haye,to be .increased by a fasto,r · 
of n3 . The only other easily, variable quantity in. Gr is temperatµ're 
differential. Therefore, maximum allowable temperatu,re= ra,p{ge con-
trolled maximum length scale .. Under conditions where c1,rtificial cool-
· ing: by convection is practical, a ma.ximum surface-air di'fferential of 
15 F for a cow was considered appropriate. Maximum allowable sur-
face temperature for the model was arbitrarily set at 150 F. The 
experiment was conducted where air temperatures up to 100 F could be 
expected, per.mitting a differential of 50 F. A maximum length scale 
~ 1.e' _.....,.. ____ .,.._4.a'-· ----... -1






Trunk perimeter surface: 
Trunk end surface: 
Head and neck surface: 
Leg surface: 
TOTAL 
30. 20 n2 
6. 28 ft2 
4. 55 ft2 · 
8. 30 ft2 
49. 28 ft2 





of L 5 was then selected based on the relationship. 
n = -ij 50/15 = 1.;) 
To,avoidunnaturalflow sepc;1.ra.tion.at the sharp corners on.each 
end qf the trunk, the ends·were made of half oblate spheroids-with 
. · minor radii of 2. 5 inches. 
Trunk 




The '2/3 scale model surface area. was then 
2 .12. 2~ ft 
2. 30_ ft2 
2 . 3. 75.ft 
3. 15 ft2 
21. 40, ft2 . 
The .model body sections were made of 26-gage sheet metal and 
· assembled in.the required shape (Figure 9). A heating system was . . 
enclosed in,the model body .. The system .induded a. 375-cubic feet per 
.minute squirrel-cage· blower which· circulated air .through a. plenum 
. ' : I 
charriber a?'.ld di-atribµtipn system containing a. 1000-watt strip. heater 
connected to a variable. transformer· to change the j.nternal heat. Bc1,ffles 
near all p_lenum openings permitted air flow aq.justment for U!liform 
' 
surface temperature. 
The surface or haJr ~eometry could not easily be .modeled to 2/3 
. I 
scale. The literature search revealed little .information.regarding. the 
influence of surface roughness on.heat transfer c.haracteristics.· Pre-
1 
,liminary tests were c;ond~cted to examine the hypothesis that the 
convect_ive hea..t transfer from a .body could be accurately,predicted 
. / 
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Figure 9. Model Cow With Heat Source and Internal Forced Air 
Heat Distribution System. 
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using a model with a length scale of 1. 5 but full scale sur£ace texture. 
;In thes.e preliminary tests, two cylinders, 1. 33' and 2. 0' in diameter 
and each 3. 33' long were used. The perimeter surfaces of the two 
cylinders were covered with cow hide. The hide had been tanned and 
cured using a procedure designed. to retain the hair in its natqral condi-
tion. 
A section of dry hide was cut to, fit the cylinder and holes were 
drilled along the edges for stitching. The hide was then soaked to 
make it pliable,, wrapped around the cylinder and stitched with nylon 
thread. As the hide dried, shri~age pulled it into intimate contact 
with the metal surface. A heating unit and blower were placed in each 
cylinder and the ends were covered with two~inch styrofoam plugs. 
An 11 by 24 feet test area with ceiling height of 8 .feet was en-
closed with plywood. The 'ends were open td allow passage of air 
through,the tunnel shaped enclosure. A variable speed fan on one end 
provided forced air movement. Air velocities were measured with a 
.vane anemometer. 
A strip. heater connected to a variable transformer controlled 
internal heat in.the cylinders_. The total heat energy was .measured 
electrically. A probe similar to those described by Th,omp,aon, Worstell 
and Brody (75) was constructed for measuring haJr surface temperatures 
(Figure 10). A thermocouple junction was made by butt welding 35-
gage iron and constantan wires. The temperature sensing point was 
Figure 10. Hair Surface Temperature Sensing Probe. 
STRIP 
HEATER 













Figure 11. Te st Cylinder for Determining Influence of Surface 
Texture Difference. 
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located at the weld, or bead, but in touching the hair surface, the 
entire length of wire between probe points was heated, thu$ minim.iz-
ing error of conduction of heat through lead wires. Temperi:ltures 
were read on a O to 300 F iron-constantan pyromete·r. 
In the preliminary test, each cylinder was suspe·nded with its · 
ce·nterline 30 inches above floor surface (:Figure· I I). Dummy cylin~ 
ders were placed on each elld so that test cylinders represented sec~ 
tions of infinitely long cylinders. in relation to air ilow. Each cylinder 
was subjected to an experi.mental series wherein Re was varied by 
changing air velocity while holding. Gr constant and then, while holding 
Re constant, Gr was varied by changing heating energy input to control 
surface to air tempe,r9-ture differentic;ds. Heat input was observed to 
determine the average Nusselt numbe,r (Nu). The results,_ corrected 
for heat loss by' conduction throu,gh styrofoam ends and by radiation to 
the surroundings are plotted in Figure 12 with least squares fit regres-
sions. The difference in cylinder dia.meter caused no significant 
difference in slopes of the regression lines, There was a. difference 
in elevation between regressions with·varying Re, but this resulted 
fro.m the difference in values used for constant Gr. Equations for the 
straight lines form two pairs of compol'l.ent equations. Prediction 
· equations, generated from each pair of ca.mponent equations by· multi-
plication as described by Mu:rphy (56) were 
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Nu = 22.8 Gr0·'37 
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Nu • 0. 447 Re°.e:o 
Gr = 0.625 x 10 
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Figure 12. Nu Versus Gr and Re for 2. 0' and 1. 33' Cylinders 
Covered With Identical Cattle Hair Skins. 
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· Nu = o. 0426· Re 0 · 580 ar0 · 131 for data from 1. 33-foot 
cylinde:r 
Four sets of values of Nu were computed using. bo,th equations. to 
compute values for data ·from each cylinder. Each set of values. for 
Fu was then'compa:red with. the observed values. The four comparisons 
were plotted and analyzed using a coval'ian.ce procedure for more than 
t~o sets of data; . There were no significant differences i;i.mong slopes 
or elevations. 
Since the slopes in both pairs of the original component equations 
~hawed no significant diffe~ence between sets of data., as a.. t'ina.l test 
the data .. for Nu ve:rs1.u Re for 1. 33-foot cylinder were adjusted to cor .. 
. . ·. . . 8 . -
.. :re·spond to a co1u1tant Or of .1. 61 x 10 ·and.the points fgr both C·ylinfie:r~ 
. ' 
co.mm<.in slo:r,uu .. The co.mpanent eq~a.tions rn•e then 
Ni · - 39. 'S a,0· 11 
NY ... 0, 66 Rea. ss; 
......... 
Nu 
If the original hyp,otheds. that scale of su.rfaee· texture could be 
ignored is valid, each pa.b of component equations with common slopes 
should combine to fo:r.m predictio.n equations which adequately desc:dbe 
heat t:r,uisfer frQm the cylin~e:rs. Coefficients were dete:rmined from 
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the component equations, which were combined by multiplication to 
form the prediction equations 
Nu ::: 0. 0790 Re 0· 557 Gr0· 11 for data from 2 .. foot cylinder 
Nu = 0. 0778 Re 0 · 557 Gr0 · 11 for data fro.m 1. 33...foot 
c;:ylinder 
Solution of .these equations gives predicted values differing li>y only 
1. 5 percent. 
The relative change in roughness of cattle hair·-sudaces, result~ 
ing from reducing the body geometry to two~thirds sea.le with. no change 
in surface· characteristics. therefore has an insignificant influence on 
the heat transfer fro.m the body. Construction of the model was com~ 
pleted using a length scale of 1. 5 on the body and 1. 0 on the surface 
The su.rface of the model was covered with, Hereford hair skin using 
. the method described for cove'iing. the cylinders. 
Schedule of Experiments 
The procedure described by Murphy (56) was used to for.m com .. 
ponent equations by observing the behaviour of the dependent parameter 
' ' 
in response to. variations in one of the independent parameters while 
all other parameters were held constant. 
The schedule of experiments ia outlined in Table V. Piw2, Pr, 
is constant fol." air at te.mperature between 50 and 150 F and is omitted 
fro.m the schedule. Holding Pr constant Um.its all prediction equations 
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TABLE V 
SCHEDULE o, EXPERIMENTS 
SE9'1ES NUSSELT REYNOLDS GRASHOF SPACING/A AMANIEMENT FLOW 
VArtY 
0 .5 X ,cl ' 100 OHErtYE CD -8,000 - 150,000 VARY 
' 200 OBSERVE 50,000 0.2 >< I08 1.0 X 108 CD -- VARY 300 OBSERVE 50,000 0.5 X 10• 0.125 POSITION --I THROUGH 5 
400 OBSERVE 50,000 0,5 X 108 
VARY miH -+-0- 1.0 
C:=::J 
VARY c::::::::I 
500 OBSERVE 0 02 X 1a8 - 1.0 X 108 0.125 0~ 
108 
VARY 0e 800 OBSERVE 0 0.5 X 0 - 1.0 C:=::J 
700 OBSERVE 
VARY 
0.5 X 108 I l a:, 8,000 - 150,000 
VARY I i 800 OBSERVE 50,000 0.2 X 1a8- 1.0 X 108 Cl) 
VARY 
t 900 OBSERVE 50,000 0.5 X ,08 0.125 POSITION 
I THROUGH 5 
1000 OBSERVE 50,000 0.5 X 108 
VARY 0. ! o- 1.0 
VARY 
0,5 X 108 ' t 1100 OBSERVE 8,000- 150,000 CD VARY ' t 1200 OBSERVE 50,000 0.2 X to'- 1.0 X ,o' Cl) VARY t 1300 OBSERVE 50,000 0.5 X 108 0.125 POSITION 
I THROUGH 5 
108 
VARY fil. t 1400 OBSERVE 50,000 0.5 ,< 0 - 1.0 
0.5 X 108 ' 
VMY 
1500 OBSERVE 50,000 
Cl) 0-390° 
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to air as the cooU.ng fluid, but this is not a limitation of consequence. 
Re is varied fr·om 8, 000 to 150, 000 and Gr is varied fro.m 0. 2 x 108 to 
8 1. 0 x 10 . 
The equation Nu 
,I· 
= f'.(Pt, Re,. Gr) assumes no variation in condi-
. tions surrounding. the object ar.id no influence from direction of air flow. 
Cooling. by inducing air movement would se.ldom be done for individual 
cows. The presence of other animals would alter air flow patterns. as 
. would the arrangem·ent and spaci.r:,g of the cows. Two additional para-
meters were included to investigate the importance of group patterns; 
distance between cattle or spacing, which can be made dimensionless 
. by relating it to /\, and arrangement which has no. dime.q.sions. Cattle 
spacing index, distance between animals divided. by A. , was varied 
from O to 1. 0. In the cattle arrangement series, the test .model was 
located in all positions from windward, to leeward edge of the group. 
In Experimental Series 1500, the direction of horizontal air flow was 
varied relative to direction the mode~ was facing. In all other ha:rizon·· 





Apparatus and. Equipment 
The '1,1 by 24-foot tunnel shaped test area. used for horizontal .air 
flow was similar to that used for the preliminary cylinder studies. , A 
! 
va~iable speed fan po.sitioned 1;tt OJ;le end with axis horizontal gene:r,-,;1.ted 
a~r flow (Figure 13). The distan<!e between model centerline ~nd fan 
was twenty feet to produce uniform velocity at fron.t, center and rear 
of the model. Velocity differences were observed between elevi;l.tions 
near the floor and those ~t body :level, .. but the variations were small 
and. the physical arrangement was typi~al of a c1;tttle cooling system 
using horizontal ah- flow. Air velocities were measured with a. vane 
anemometer and ~hecked periodically with a. hot wire anemometer ~t 
the point to be occupied by the center of the model trunk. After air 
flow was measured, the model was positioned for test. A strobe light 
pr~vided monitoring of fan rpm. 
The 1000-watt strip, hei.iter in the plenu.m chamber of .the model 
was connected to a. variabl~ transformer for changing. energy input. 
For very low input, the strip, heater was turned off, and the re.circulat~ 
ing blower motor was the only source of heat. The input energy to the 
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Figure 13. Test Arrangement for Horizontal 
Air Flow. 
Figure 14. Test Arrangement for Group Interference 




heater, blower and transformer was measured with a watt-hour meter. 
Energy loss in the transformer was subtracted from the total input 
energy. 
For group studies, interference of adjacent animals was simulated 
by metal cylinders the. same size and height as the model (Figure 14). 
Surfaces facing the model were covered with brown paper to reduce 
reflection. 
For tests with air directed downward, the fan was mounted over-
head wit.p. axis vertical 11 feet above the floor. The sidewalls of the 
enclosure were moved out to permit airflow in all horizontal directions. 
Air velocities, measured at the elevation of the centerline of the model 
trunk;, were somewhat erratic because of interference of air bouncing 
. from the floor, but again, are similar to .those expected in. typical 
cattle cooling systems with downward air flow. 
For upward flow, the fan was set in the same overhead location 
but reversed to. force air upward. An eight by eight .. foot plywood lined 
enclosure, six feet high, with slotted flo0r was constructed (Figure 15). 
The enclosure was sealed with plywood between the top of the walls and 
the perimeter of the fan frame situated two feet higher. Part of one 
sidewall has hinged to provide access to. the interior. With the door 
closed, all incoming air was drawn through the slotted £100r. Figure 
16 shows an animal group in position. 
Figure 15. Slotted Floor Enclosure Used for 
Upward Air Flow Studies 




Instrumentation. for Temper$1ture Measurement 
The variables to be measured iacluded tempera.ture differential, 
i.e., the difference between. terp.peratu:re of h.air sur·face and. fre~ air 
' ' 
strea.m .. .In addition, mean. tem.,perature of surroundi~g sudaces was 
needed to determine heat exchange by radiation .. Hair surfaces, air, 
and surrounding. surface· temperatures were the on,ly temperature· ~ea-
sure:ments used to deve.lop. the desi:red equa,tions .. How~ver,. mea~ure-
. ments were also, taken. at 2 7 points on· the internal .metal surface· and 
49 points on. the skin. to monitor the ,dis.tribution of heat and--tempera-
ture. 
· All temperatures were sensed by 22-ga.ge iTon-constantia.n 
thermocouples connected to a 0-.3p0. F .indicating. pyrometer except 
. ' . . 
those of the hair and skin,. where 36.,. g~ge thermocouples were. used. 
Air temperature was measured by a. radiation. shielded. thermocouple 
suspended in, the free air stream G>n. the windward side of the model. 
For measuri,ng wall temperatures,. thermoc;:ouples were imbeddedin 
the surface at points su.rrounding the .model. Jnternal metal s1J,rface 
temperatures. were sensed. :by;. therm0couples soldered. to. the· metal. 
The procedure and equipment used for determini,TI.g ha.ir surface 
temperatures were different than used in. the p;reli.minary cylinder 
studies .. Although satisfactory measurements could be taken with the 
probe described in Chapter V, there were. two objections to its use. 
First, a. measurement was subjective,. i. e. , dependent upon. human 
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judgment when touching the hair surface with the sensing wires. This 
was especially objectionable if measurements were taken by ~ifferent 
i.ndividuals and when measuring at points physicaU.y difficult to reach. 
Second, the .measurements required about 15 to 30 seconds at each of 
98 locations. 
To eliminate these objections, permanent thermocouples were in-. 
stalled on the hair and skin surface throughout the body surface. Hair 
surface thermocouples consisted of one-half inch of tightly twisted iron-
constantan wire welded at the tip. The entire length rested against the 
outer hair surface (Figure 17). Adjacent to each hair surface thermo-
couple, a measurement was taken of skin temperature, sensed with a 
thermocouple made by converging the parallel iron-constantan wires at 
the tip and welding them to form a. point sensor which was then inserted 
.into the skin surface. 
Te.mperature differential Qw had to be characterized b:>y a single 
I 
number,. requiring identification of the average hair surface tempera-
. ture. This could have been accomplished by summing the temperature 
for the 49 points adjusted for the percentage of total area each repre-
sented. However, Bowen (13) describes a method whereby an averc;l.ge 
temperature can be obtained by connecting a group of thermocouples in 
a parallel circuit. When several thermocouples are conne:-cted in para!-
lel, the electromotive force (emf) developed across their co.mmon con-
n<rctions represents the arithmetic mean of the emf' s of the individual 
Figure 1 7. Thermocouples for Measuring Hair Surface 




couples in the circuit. To utilize this principle for determining average 
temperature over a given area, each thermocouple in a circuit must 
represent area segments of equal size. Errors can also resuJt from 
mismatch of branch resistances caused by differences in wire length. 
The equation. for determining maximum possible error is given as 
· where 
T . Rmax 
F = . max 
Rmin 
F = .maximu.m error., F 
R = the arithmetic average of all branch resistances, 0hms 
· Rmax = the maximum difference .in the resistance of any 
branch resistance an.1_arithmetic average of1an 
branch resistances, R, 0hms 
T max = the maximum difference in any individual couple 
temperature and the averag~ temperature as i.q.di-
c,;1.ted by the parallel set,, F . 
Rmin the minimum resistance of any branch, ohms. 
The distribution of thermocouple sites can be seen in Figure 13. 
Four circuits were used to. determine hair surface temperatures with 
four corresponding circuits used for skin temperatures. The four cir-
cuits indicc;l.ted average temperature far the legs, head and neck, for-
ward trunk and rear trunk. Each circuit included nine thermocouples 
except the legs which had sixteen. 
Since the overall surface te.mperature was relatively uniform, the 
first term in the nu.merator of the error equation was quite small. 
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However, the circuits were designed to further mini.mize error by pro-
per selection of lead length. The main leads of each circuit were of 
22 ... gage wire with resistance of 0. 88 ohms per foot. The· branch wires 
from the leads to the point of measurement were 36-.gage with 14. 1 
ohms resistance per foot. To minimize resistance inequities within a 
circuit, the resistance created. by additional lead length to a. branch 
, was co.mpensated by a proportionate re~uction in length of 36.,. gage wire 
within. the branch. Since the ratio of resistance, was 16 to 1, a oneRinch 
reduction in 36 ... gage branch line nullified the resistance in 16 inches of 
c ' 
lead-wire. Thus, the second term .in the numerator of the error equa-
tion was. kept very small, 
To further reduce maximum error, a.150-ohm resistor was in-
. stalled in each circuit near the point of connection to the indicator. 
This increased. total resistance ·af each branch about five fold, thus in ... 
creasing the value in the denominator of the equation. The maxi.mum 
possible error was verified as negligible by tests on each circuit prior 
to installation using points of known temperature. 
The four circuits did not represent equal areas so average tern .. 
peratures were deter.mined by the equation 
where 
Tave = T1i1+<!.zA2 + T:3A3 + T4A4 
Atotal 
T = temperature A = area 
, Subscripts indicate cirquit number 
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With this .instrumentation and. the~tnocouple system, all required 
temperatures for an operati.p.g. condition could be measured and record-
. ed in about one minute, a time span. which, for this s.tudy, could be 
considered instantaneous. The un.iformity qf .te.mP'erature within. the 
area .meas.ured by each averaging. circuit was checked periodically with 
the probe. 
A computer program was. written to make· the calculations for 
each test. Air properties such as. conductivity, densit,y,. viscosity and 
coefficient of thermal expansion were evaluated for each test run: hy 
equations in. the .Program relating. a tabulated value to. existing: film 
' ' ' 
temperature (arithme~ic niean of surface and air temp'er.atui-e). 
Correction for Radiant Heat Exchange · 
The energy input 1etermined .. frorh the watt-J;Lour meter less con-
sumption· by the transfotmer was heat dissipated by the model. Since 
· lost:1es by conduction we\re essentially zero, heat was dissipated by 
, non-evaporative con.,vection and by, radiation. Quantitative separation. 
· 'was achieved by calculating the net radiant loss and subtracti.Q.g this 
amount from the total. The equations used for calculation of radiant 
loss were 
·. Ehl = 0. 1713 x 10- 8 (T1 + 460)4 
Eb2 ·= 0. 1713 x 10-8 ,(Tz + 460) 4 
J 1 = E 1 E bl + (1- E 1) ( J 2 F 12 + J 1 F 11 
where 
J2 = E2Eb2 + (l- E2) (J1F21 t J2Fz2) 
Ql = /.(J1-Jz}F12+ €1F13(Eb1-Eb2) '/A;; 
Subscript l refers to model 
Subscript 2 refers to surrounding. walls and floor 
Subscript 3 refers to openings in wall. area from which 
radiation to model was considered ;l;ero. 
:::: total emissive power of black body, BTU /hr..,.ft2 
T :::: temperature, F 
J total radiosity, BTU/hr .. ft2 
:::: emissivity, dimensionless 
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F :::: shape factor (F12 indicates percent~ge of radiosity 
from body 1 which impinges on body:, 2), dimension-
less 
= net ra~iant heat flow from model, BTU /hr 
The solution of these equations required. values. for surface 
emissivity and shape factors in addition to data collected. An emis-
sivity ( 1. 0 .. reflectance} was selected for an appropriate wavelength 
from curves in.Figure 4 of Chapter IV, which give monochromatic 
values for reflectance of various ha.ir surfaces .. Wein' s Displacement 
Law states that maximum radiation intensity for a given temperature 
occurs at the wc1,ve band where temperature times wavelength equals a 
. constant, 5216. 6 R-microns. Thus, for the range of hair surface tern-
p~ratures observed during the tests, most of the radiation emitted 
from the hair surface was in the wavelength range from ~50 to, 900 
millimicrons ... Therefore,. the·vti!,lu.e selected for emissi~Hty of the 
Heref.0r·dhair surface was 0. 72. The emis~iv.ity value used for new 
unpainted plywood was p. 9. (32). 
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Shape factor dete:rminationi, were based :on the method described . . . 
... by Perry ;:tnd Speck (6p), cited 'in Chapter :IV •. Using spheres to repre-
· sent the animal and subdividing the surr.ouncling walls into, vati9us rec-
tangles, curves developed by Hamiltoti q.nd Morgan (34) were used to 
. determine the. required shape factors for all wall arrangements. used. 
Shape factors used are listed in, Table VI. 
TAB:LE VI 
SHAPE FACTORS FOR CALCULA'l'lON OF RADIANT HE,A..T 
EXCHANGE FROM MODEL TO SURROUNDING SURFACES 
.Shape Horizop.tal · Free Dow.p.ward Upward 
Factors ·. Flc;;>w Flow Flow · Flow 
Fll 0 .0 .o 0 
. Fl2 0.923 0.870 0.879 1.000 
. F 21 0.026 0.050 0.050 o. 110 
.. F22 · 0. 790 0.770, 0.710 0.890 
Fl3 0.077 0 .130 . 0. 121 0.000 
CHAP'IlER VIII 
D4TA ANALYSIS 
Formation of Prediction Equations 
Component equations were developed with. the data collected from 
. Experimental Ser:ies 100, 200, 500, 700, 800, 1100, and 1200, relating 
. air flow to ener~y transfer from c:1.. single animal. The observed aver-
age Nusselt number was plotted against two independent parameters, 
Re c:1.nd Gr, on. both logar:ithmic and arithmetic scales, Linea.r, quad-
' ' 
ratic and expo.nenti~l curves represen~ing the best.fit were then deter-
. mined.using the .method of least squares. Equations representing. the 
curves and respective corre.lc~.tion indices _(R2) are listed in Table VII. 
The selection of compone.t1t equations to. combine for prediction 
.. equations was based c:>n comp~rison of correlation indices and on the 
· behaviour of the e.quc:1.tions, particularly as c;1.bscissa. values approach 
· zero, and .infinity .. Simplicity of final equations_ was also, considered. 
The correlation indices of the curves relating Nu to Re are the 
highest for the quadratic equation and, except for Series 1100, are the 
lowest for equations representing a straight line ,in logarithmic space. 
The lc:>wer logarithmic correlation, based on deviations of .the loga-
rithmic values, reflects the slight inc:rease in slope with increa.sing 
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TABLE VII 
COMPONENT EQUATIONS AND CORRELATION INDICES FOR HORIZONTAL, 
UPWARD, DOWNWARD, AND FREE AIR FLOW 
HORIZONTAL FLOW Series 100 (Nu versus Re) 
Linear Nu• 70 + 0.00239 Re 
Quadratic Nu-• 59.5 + 2.92 x 10-3 Re - 0.00425 x 10-6 Re2 
Exponential Nu• 0.59 Re0.537 
Series 200 (Nu versus Gr) 
Linear Nu• 140 + 3.08 x 10-7 Gr 
Quadratic Nu• 115 + 15.46 x 10-7 Gr - 1.24 x 10-14 Gr2 
Exponential 1ru - 28.68 Gr0.096 
DOWNWARD FLOW 
Series 700 (Nu versus Re) 
Linear Nu= 88 + 2.09 x 10-3 Re 
Quadratic Nu'"" 83 + 2.28 x 10-3 Re+ 0.00124 x 10-6 Re2 
Exponential Nu - 0.691 Re0.524 
Series 800 (Nu versus Gr) 
Linear Nii= 249 - 4.87 x 10-7 Gr 
Quadratic Nu= 253 - 7.30 x 10-7 Gr+ 0.260 x 10-14 Gr2 
Exponential Nu= 710 Gr-0.065 
UPWARD FLOW 
Series 1100 (Nii versus Re) 
Linear Nu= 72 + 2.38 x 10-3 Re 
Quadratic Nii= 56 + 3.65 x 10-3 Re - 0.014 x 10-6 Re2 
Exponential Nu• 0.621 Re0.535 
Series 1200 (Nu versus Gr) 
Linear Nu ... 178 + 6.69 x 10-7 Gr 
Quadratic Nu .. 172 + 10.02 ~ 10-7 Gr - 0.36 x 10-14 Gr2 
Exponential 1ru ... 36.0 GrO.l 
· FREE CONVECTION 
Series 500 (Nii versus Gr) 
Linear Nu= 67.4 + 1.78 x 10-7 Gr 
Quadratic Nu= 58.5 + 5.27 x 10-7 Gr - 0.268 x 10-14 Gr2 























*Highest correlation for the three curves. 
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Re in logarithmic space, a phen9menon characteristic of forced convec-
tion heat transfer from cylinders .in cross~flow. Howeve:t, for the rela-
tively narrow range of Re used in,the experiments, all curves tested 
for Nu versus Re have high correlation, so correlation differences for 
these curves were considered of secondary importance in the selection 
of the most representative form of component equation. 
,In Nu versus Gr relationships, the quadratic curve has the highest 
correlation in two cases and the logarithmic rela.tionship has the highest 
in the other two. The exponential equation was selected as the best 
component relationship on the basis of the unrealistic. beh1;1.viour of the 
~uadratic curve at high values of Gr. Because the Gr2 term has a nega-
tive coefficient, .the quadratic curves in Series 100, 500 and 1200 would 
: . 
reach a m~imum followed by a sharp drop to a negative value. Since 
Nu would never d~crease with increasing Gr except under conditions 0£ 
opposing flow, the behaviour is better described by the exponential equa-
tion. 
A relatively simple prediction equation would result from combin-
ing pairs of exponential component equations by multiplication. The 
prediction equations would then be of the form 
Nu = a b c 1 Re . Gr 
However, this equation would misrepresent the behiilviour of Nu as the 
value of Re approaches zero. For a zero value of Re, the equation pre-
diets a zero value of Nu. This is contra~y to reality wherein Nu, as 
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Re approaches zero, will approach a value representing free con-
vection. 
Since the behaviour at low Re cannot be predicted with an equa-
tion formed by multiplication of exponential component equations, the 
most simple eqtiation can be for.med. by addition. Because. both sets of 
data plot as straight lines with sfopes other than zero on log paper, the 
compc>nent equations cannot be coml:!ined by addition (56). Therefore, 
rejecting the exponential Nu versus Re equation and consider.ing the 
small difference in correlation indices between linear and quadratic 
curves, the simpler .linear equation was selected as the most appro-
priate component equation. The equation now includes the conditions 
causing the slight curvature on log paper and can be combined by addi-
tion resulting in a prediction equation of the form 
~ a 
Nu = C 1 + Cz Re + C3 Gr Pr :::: 0. 72 
This equation yields realistic predictions of Nu for all values of Re 
and Gr within cLnd near: the range of experimental data. 
Single Animal in Horizontal Flow 
The data for a. single animal subjected to horizontal air flow 
were collected in Experimental Series 100 and 200. and ate plotted in 
·. Figures 18 and 19. The linear, quadratic and exponential fitted curves 
are shown. As was expected, the influence of variatioh of Gr is slight 
but significantly different from zero as verified by statistical test 
SERIES 100 - HORIZONTAL FLOW 
CONSTANT GR = 5.0 " 107 
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LneRe 
G) Ru= 70 + 0.00239 Re 
Cg} Nu= 59 + 0.00292 Re - 0.00425 >t 106 Re2 
@ Nu= 0. 59 Re0•157 
R2 = 0.972 
R2 = 0.978 
R2 = 0.956 
Figure 18. Nu Versus Re and Corresponding Co.mponent Equations 
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SERIES 200 - HORIZONTAL FLOW 
CONSTANT RE = 45,000 
0 
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Gr x 10-7 
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oo a ~ v 0 0 oJ 
16.0 16.5 17.0 
Lne Gr 
140 + 3.08 x 10-7 Gr 
115 + 15.46 x 10-7 Gr - 1.24 x 10-14 Gr 
28.68 Gr0.096 
17.5 18.0 
R2 = 0.285 
R2 = 0.408 
R2 : 0.360 
Figure 19. Nu Versus Gr and Corresponding Component Equations 
for Experimental Series 200. 
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using cumulative T-distribution valqes at the 95 percent level. Com-
bining the selected co.mponent equations (linear for Nu versus Re and 
exponential for. Nu, ~ersus Gr as discussed above) for horizontal air 
flow forms the prediction equation 
Nu · = 70 + 0. 00239 Re + 28. 7 GrO. 096. + C Pr = 0. 72 
The value for C was determined for each. data p.oint by substituting ap-
propriate values .in the equation 
C = Nu - 70 - O. 00239 Re - 28. 7 Gro. 096 
where Nu. is the value qbserved during. both test series for recorded 
values of Re and Gr. The nu.merical mean value for all tests in Series 
100 and the numerical mean value for all tests in,.Series: 200 were then 
averct.ged to. determine the value of C .. Combining the value of C with 
the existing constant 70, resulted in. the horizontal flow equation 
Nu = O. 00239 Re + 28. 7 Gr0 · 096 - 90 . Pr = 0. 72 
Using the prediction equation, a value of Nu was calculated. for 
each set of conditions in. the test series .. This value was then plotted 
against the observed value for the corresponding conditions to deter-
mine if adjustments in. the equation would improve its representation 
of test results. The comparison is plotted in Figure 20 with a straight 
line representing best least squares fit of data points and a line with 
45-degree slope representing Nu-observed equals Nu-predicted. 
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Since the two lines are nearly identical in slope and elevation, no ad.just-
ments were made in the equation, 
The data in Series 100 and 200 resulting from the study of hori-
zontal flow effects were obtained with the model facing broadside to the 
air stream direction. Series 1500 was conducted to determine any heat 
. I 
transfer differences that .might occur with change in ani.mal orientation 
relative to direction of air movement. The results are plotted in 
·. F.igure 2:1 which shows insignificant differences in convective cooling. 
with change in animal orientation. 
Single Animal in Downward Flow 
Figures 22 and 23 show the hecil,t transfer relationships for a single 
animal with downward air flow. The negative slope of the curves relat-
ing Nu to. Gr indicate a slight suppression of heat transfer c~used by 
bouyant forces when in direct opposition to forced fluid flow. The dif-
ference in slope from zero, was barely significant at the 95 percent 
level. Cqmbining ·the co.mponent equations by addition and solving for 
the constant by relating to observed values of Nu yielded the equation 
~ . -0.065 
Nu = 0. 00209 Re+ 710 Gr - 139 Pr = 0, 72 
Comparison of the line representing the least squares fit of Nu .. 
observed versus Nu-predicted with the line representing Nu-observed 
equals Nu-predicted again revealed little possibility for improvement 
. ' 
by adjustment of any factors in the equation, 
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Figure 20. Com~rison of Computed Versus Observed Values 
of Nu in Horizontal Flow. 
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Figure .21. · Heat Transfer as Affected by Orientation 
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SERIES 700 - DOWNWARD FLOW 
CONSTANT GR = 5.0 x 107 
101 · 
20 · 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 
Rex 10-3 
QO - 9.5 10.0 10.5 11.0 IUS 12.0 12.5 13.0 
Lne Re 
88 + 0.00209 Re R2 = 0.964 
83 + 0.0027 Re - 0.00124x 10-6 Re2 R2 = 0.964 
0.691 Re0 ·524 R2 = 0.914 
Figure 22. Nu Versus Re and Corresponding Component Equations· 
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@ Nu = 
16.0 16.5 17.0 
Lne Gr 
249 - 4.87 x 10·7 Gr 
253 - 7. 3 x 10·7 Gr + 0.26 x 10·14 Gr2 
710 Gr-0.065 
17.5 18.0 
R2 : 0;407 . . . 
Fr= 0.418 
2 R = 0.420 
Figure 23. Nu Versus Gr and Corresponding Component Equations 
for Experimental Series 800. 
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Single Animal in. Upward Flow 
Convection he1;1t transfer relationships from the model in air 
flowing:vertically upward were investigated in, Experimental Series 
1100 and 1200 and results are shown in F.igures. 24 and 25. The rela-
tionships and co.mponent equations are similar to those for horizontal 
flow. The slope of the line on logarithmic coordinates for Series 1200 
is significantly different from zero, but not different from the corre .. 
sponq,ing slopes for horizo'ntal flow. The prediction equation for Nu 
when. air is flowing upwa:rd, determined by the same method as de-
scribed for ho-rizontal and d<i>wnward flow, is 
Nu - O. 00238 Re + 36 GrO. l - 135 Pr = 0. 72 
The observed values. were again co.mpared statistically to predicted 
values and the prediction equation.needed no- adjustment to accurately. 
_, represent experimental data. 
Free Convection 
Free convection relationships were investigated in. Experimental 
Series 500, the data. for which are plotted in. Figure 26. Since Re 
equals zero, and is not involved in. this series of experiments, the com-
ponent equation is also. the final prediction equation. The equation. is 
Nu · - 6. 8S. GrO. 137 Pr = 0. 72 
Similar pr~dictions are .made by the E:'guation for upward flow with Re 
. equal to zero, resulting in the equation 
SERIES 1100- UPWARD FLOW 
CONSTANT GR = O.OX 107 
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Figure 24. Nu Versus Re and Corresponding Component 
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(g) Nu = 112 + 10.02 x 10·1 Gr - 0.36 x 10-14 Gr R2 = 0.670 
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Figure 25. Nu Versus Gr and Corresponding Co.mponent Equations 
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Ff- : o. 600 
Ff- = 0.637 
Figure 26. Nu Versus Gr and Corresponding Co.mponent Equations 
for Experimental Series 500. 
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· Nu = 36 GrO. l - 135 Pr = 0. 72 
Effect of Presence of Other Animals 
The influence ,1on convective heat transfer of the presence of 
other animals a~d.their interference with air currents was investi-,, 
gated for the three directions of free air strea,m. The effect of giroup 
density, or amount of space between animals, was studied as well as , 
the relation. between cooling effe.ct and location within the group. The 
influence of density, was studied.for free convection also. 
Spaci~g· Between, Animals 
The relationship, between Nu·and .. group. density was. i~vestigated 
in.Experimental Series 400, 600, 100(>':and 1400. The plotted data,for 
mixed and. free co,nvection,are shown in·. Figures 27 thro-ugh 30. The 
general pattern of the relationship .is similar for all directions of air 
flow. Cooling is suppressed by about 20% when the a~imals are in con-
tact with one another and by lesser amounts when.free. space between 
animals .is very small .. For distances equivalent to about one or two 
inches between mature cat~e, the convective cooling is as effective as 
for all lesser densities, No. e,quations or curves were developed. for 
the relationships. 
The reduced cooling .under extreme crowding is not present in 
the data. representing. free con:vection (Figure 30). A possible explana-
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Figure 2 7. Effect of Group Density on Convection Heat Transfer 
in Horizontal Flow. 
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Figure 28. Effect of Group Density on Convection Heat Transfer 
in Downward Flow. 
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Figure 29. Effect of Group Density on Convection Heat Transfer 
in Upward Flow. 
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_ be available around the group and through the outer portion of the hair 
cG>at for the low air velocities associated with.free conv~'Ction to main-
tain uninhibited cooling. 
Animal Location_in,the Group 
The influence on convection, heat transfer of location with respect 
to other ani.mals present was investigated in Experi.mental Series 300, 
900. and 1300 with six additiG>nal models placed in various arrange-
ments. The data for these series are plotted in Figures 31 through 33. 
· Althcmgh,the location of the animal relati:ve to others .in the group was 
_ expected to be of little influence with air flow from above or belG>w, 
the presence c;,f other animals was thought to be an important consid-
eration in horizontal flow .. However, heat transfer is as unaffected 
by l,ocation i'n horizontal flow as .in vertical flow. With all other condi-
tions' equal and with some open space between the ani.mals, the location 
. within the group is of minor Lmportance .in convection cooling. 
SERIES 300 - HORIZ_ONTAL FLOW 
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Figure 3 1. Effect of Location Within a Group qn 
Convection Heat Transfer in 
Horizontal Flow, 
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Figure. 32. Effect of Location Within a Group on Convection 
Heat Transfer in Downward Flow. 
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Figure 33. Effect of Location Within a Group o~ , 




EVALUATION OF PREDICTION EQUl\ TIONS 
The prediction equations developed from.the experi.mental data 
. adequately represent co.nvection,.heat transfer from the model. How-
ever, to. verify. that the iiuormation gained fro.m the model is repre-
sentaUve of co,n:vection ... fro.m.liv.e animals, the predicted. he~t transfer 
coefficients were compared with coefficients computed from published 
data of control.led experiments on cattle. 
Sufficient information .. was inc.luded in two independent series of 
experiments (9, 48, 77) to calculate heat .transfer coefficients from 
Newton's Law of Cooling using. observed values of energy transfer and 
temperature gradientf!. The coefficients thus calculated were co.m· 
pared to the value of the ~oefficient computed by substituting meei,su:red 
values of .given conditions in. the prediction. equation developed from 
.the model 1;1tudy. 
Experiments at ~he Missouri Psychroenergetic Laboratory had 
as objectives the determination of .the effect of wind on heat exchange, 
body temperatur·e· regulation, ~nd surface temperatures of dairy cat.tle. 
Mature Jersey, Hols.tein, Br.own Swi.ss and Br~~man cattle were used 
Data are presented on .. the effe.cts of low, meqium and high airvelocities 
113 
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(0 to O. 6, 6. to; 8, and 12 to 13 feet per second) at 18, 50, 65, 80, and 
95 Fon respiration rate,. pulse rate, pulmonary ventilation rate, rec·-
tal temperature, evaporative c001ing fromthe respiratory tract, heat 
production, total evapqrative cooling, n6:n,,.evaporative cooling and 
corresponding temperatures for hair surface, skin surface, wall and 
air. A summary of reported data used for model evaluation is given . 
in Tables VIII thr0ugh XI with values for Nu and heat transfer coeffi-
cient computed from Newton's· Law of Cooling. and from the prediction 
equations. · For air temperatures below 67 F, the conditions were too 
far removed from the range used in the .model studies to be valid for 
comparisop. 
Heat dissipation was reported as surface evaporative, respira-
tory evaporative, and non-evq.porative cooling. The non-evaporative 
portion included conducted, :radiated and. ·convected heat transfer, but 
the conducted portion was considered negligible by the authors. Heat 
dissipated by :radiation, was calculated with the same procedure and 
equations as were used. for determining radiation from the model. The 
experimental ~urroundings were geometrically similar to those of the 
.model for upward air flow, so corresponding shape factors listed in 
Table VI of Chapter VI were used for calculation of net radiant energy 
exchange. Values for e.missivity were obtained from the curves in 
· Figure 4 of Chapter IV,. assuming the reflectance characteristic for 
Brown Swiss and BJ;"ahman would be similar to those of Jersey, and 















COMPARISON OF PREDICTED HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS WITH VALUES DETERMINED FROM 
OBSERVATIONS AT THE MISSOURI PSYCHROENERGETIC LABORATORY 
(JERSEY CATTLE i\ == 1 •. 82 ") 
67 F Air 80 F Air 95, F .Air 
*Air Velocity - Ft/Sec Free 9.1 12.5 Free 6.9 11.J Free· ll.l 
Dissipated Heat - BTU/hr-ft2 
*Non-Evaporative 23.6 34.3 32.8 24.4 22.1 24.0 10.7 6.2 
Radiant 11.8 7.2 6.8 7.0 5.2 4.1 J:.O 1.5 
Convective 11.8 27.1 26.0 17.4 16.9 19.9 7.7 4.7 
Temperature Differential - Radiant, F 23.2 13.8 12.8 13.0 9.9 .7.8 5,.6, 2.6 
*Wall Temperature, F 65.9 65.2 65.6 80.4 79.S 80.3 93.l 94.7 
*Hair Surface Temperature, F 89.1 79.0 78.4 93.4 89.4 88.1 98.7 97.3 
*Air Temperature, F 64.6 63.7 65.4 79.9 79.5 SO.Ji 94.0 94.S 
Temperature Differential - Convective, F 24.S 15.3 13.0 13.5 9.9 7.8 4.7 2 .• 8 
Non-Eva:e Heat 
Heat Transfer Coef., h =4T Convective 0.48 1.77 2.00 1.29 1.71 2.55 1 •. 64 1.68 · 
h.,\ - 245 155 308 Nu= k 59 218 206 195, 230 
Rex 10-3 0 100.5 137.0 0 73.0 120.0 0 134.0 
Gr x 10-8 3.2 2.0 1.74 1.63 1.02 0 .. 81 0.52 0,.31 
Nu= 6.85 cr0.137 106 95 79 
'Nii= 0.00209 Re+ 710 cr-0.065 - 139 276 355 226 329 371 
Nu k 
Heat Transfer Coef., h = --X- 0.87 2.24 2.90 0.78 1.87 2.72 o:.66 3.12 




COMPARISON OF PREDICTED HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS WITH VALUES DETERMINED FROM 
OBSERVATIONS AT. THE MISSOURI PSYCBROENERGETIC LABORATORY 
(HOLSTEIN CATTLE i\ = 2. 06') 
67 F Air 80 F Air 95 F Air 
*Air Velocity - Ft/Sec Free 7.05 12.9 Free 6.6 12.8 Free 12.9 
,. 
Dissipated Heat - BTU/hr-ft2 
*Non-Evaporative 35.8 42.0 43.2 22.1 34.6 30.3 13.3 19.6 
Radiant 16.4 12.6 9.2 11.7 6.5 5.5 5.2 2.6 
Convective 19.4 29.4 34.0 10.4 28.1 23.3 8.1 17.0 
Temperature Differential - Radiant, F 21 •. 9 15.9 11.2 14.7 8.1 6.8 ~-2 3.1 
*Wall Temperature, F 65.5 65.2 64.1 80.3 80.0 80.7 94.0 94.6 
*Bair Surface Temperature, F 87.4 81.1 75.3 95.0 88.1 87.5 100.2 97.7 
*Air Temperature, F 64.2 64.9 63.6 80.2 80.0 80.7 95.0 94.2 
Temperature Differential - Convective, F 23.2 16.2 11.7 14.8 ,8.1 6.8 5.2 3.5 
~ 
Non-Evap Heat ~ 




~Nii~ 115 251 403 95 475 468 212 653 
Rex 10-3 0 87.2 ·161.0 0 79.0 153.0 0 150.0 
Gr x 10-8 4.4 3.14 2.32 2.59 1.45 1.21 0.83 0.57 
· Bl Nu = 6.85 Gr0.137 · . 111 104 85 
~ 'Nii• 0.00209 Re+ 110 er-0.065 - 139 241 399 234 392 398 
Q 
~ 
G:I Heat Transfer Coef., h • ~ k 0.80 1.74 2.86 .!!:li 1.71 2.87 0.63 2.96 




COMPARISON OF PREDICTED HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS WITH VALUES DETElUilNED FROM 
OBSERVATIONS AT THE MISSOURI PSYCHROENERGETIC LABORATORY 
(BR.OWN SWISS CATTLE /'\ = 2.0 1 ) 
67 F Air 80 F Air 95 F Air 
*Air Velocity - Ft./Sec Free 7.05 12.9 Free 6.6 12.8 Free 12.9 
Dissipated Heat - BTD/hr-ft.2 
*Non-Evaporative 25.8 33.2 38.3 14.7 31.l, 30.6 8.1 8.1 
Radiant. 11.0 8.4 5.5 6.6 s.2 3.5 3.1 1.2 
Convective 14.8 24.8 32.8 8.1 26.2 27.1 5.0 6.9 
Temperature Differential - Radiant, F 21.4 16.0 10.3 12.4 9.9 6.3 5.2 2.3 
*Vall Temperature, F 64.9 65.1 64.1 79.9 80.0 80.7 94.0 94.6 
*Hair Surface Temperature, F 86.3 81.8 74.4 92.3 89.9 87.0 99.2 96.9 
*Air Temperature, F 64.2 64.9 63.6 80.2 80.0 80.7 95.0 94.2 
~ Tem,perature Differential - Convective, F 22.l 16.2 10.8 12~1 9.9 6.3 4.2 2.7 
5 Heat. Transfer Coef •• It = Non-Evap Beat. 0.67 1.53 J.04 0.67 2.65 ~ 1.19 ~ 
~ AT Cnnvec.t:ive --
i:clru .. n?. 90 206 410 89 350 570 155 334 T 
Rex 10-l 0 84.5 157.0 0 78.0 14B.O 0 145.0 
Gr x 10-B 3.85 2.86 1.96 1.94 0.98 1.03 0.62 0.40 
e Tu = 6.85 er0.137 108 96 81 




O.BO 1.77 2.92 0.73 1.80 2.90 · 0.62 1:.22. g: He;tt Transfer Coef. • h - -y 
*Values taken directly from publications {48,77) ..... ..... 
-.J 
TABLE XI 
COMPARISON OF PREDICTED HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS WITH VALUES DETERMINED FROM 
OBSERVATIONS AT THE MISSOURI PSYCHROENERGETIC LABORATORY 
*Air Velocity - Ft/Sec 




Temperature Differential - Radiant, F 
*Wall Temperature, F 
*Hair Surface Temperature, F 
*Air Temperature, F · 
Temperature Differential - Convective, 
o Non-Evap Heat ~·1 Heat Transfer Coef • • h =AT Convective 
m_ h~ 
~I Nu= T 
.0 
Rex 10-3 
Gr x 10""'8 
~1Tu = 6.85 Gr 0.137 
~ Nu = 0.00209 Re + 710 cr-0/065 - 139 
ral f Heat Transfer Coef. • h = Tu k r. 
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emissivity was the same as for Hereford. For the hair surface te.m-
peratures reported, a,. value for emisdvity of O. 4 was u~ed for Jersey1 
Brown Swiss and Brahman, 0. 72 for Holstein, .and 0. 9. for the surround-
. h;1.g. walls, The calculated net radiant heat exchange was then subtrac-
. ted from non-evaporative hecil.t loss. to determine convected. he'-t. 
Values of characteristic length used .in. the computations were deter-
. mined .from the recorded animal weights. and .the Brody dimensional 
relationships. 
Forced air flow was generated by overhead fans blQwing. down .. 
ward on,the cattle. Cooling effe.cts were therefore compared with 
those predicted by the equation for d0wnward air flow. Although low 
air velocity was desig.nated as ranging from 0. to O. 6 feet per second, 
,the report described .it as the normal rate of a.ir .movement without 
fans. Cocr>ling under low velocity conditions was therefore compared 
. to values co.mputed from the prediction equation.for f:ree convection. 
Heat transfer coefficients determined :fro.m the published data 
. are plotted with values co.mputed. £ro.m the prediction· equations in 
, Figures 34 and 35, Each observed value is the res~.lt of measure.ments 
on qnly two to four cattle so is in. a. .. few cases somewhat erratic. FG>r 
instance,. the heat t:ransfer coefficient obse:rved for Jersey ca:1:tle in 
95 F air is no, better at high velocity thc1,n in still air, . Similal'l.y1 
:Holstein in 80. ;F air are !Shown to, 'be cooled as effectively at six feet 
per 1;1econd as at twelve. With these exceptione the observed patterns 
are realistic il,nd compare. ve·:ry .. .fa.vo:rably to the :predicted value Ii!, 
IL.4 
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Figure 34. Comparison of Heat Transfer Coefficient Computed from 
Predictirm Equations with Those Observed at Missouri 
Psychroenergetic Laboratory (Jersey and Holstein). 
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Figure 35. Comparison of Heat Transfer Coefficient Computed from 
Prediction Equations with Those Observed at Missouri 
Psychroenergetic Laboratory (Brown Swiss and Brahm.an). 
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The Hannah Dairy Research Institute reported studies limited to 
conditions of free convection (9). Re search was conducted on two 
Aberdeen Angus steers and quantitatively defines energy metabolism 
and heat emi.ssion .in air temperatures .from 23 to 98 F. Values are 
r~ported for heat production., evaporative and non-evaporative heat 
disSipation, energy production, and corresponding temperatures for 
air, hair surface and surrounding walls. The non-evapor<il,tive heat I . . . . 
dissipation againinc:ludes conduction, radiation and convection. In 
this report, the description of facilities is inadequate to permit cal-
culation of radiation. However, the authors assume losses of heat 
from the animal by radiation and by convection are approximately 
equal in magnitude. This assumption was used .in determining the 
coe££ic;ient of heat transfer from observed values for heat dissipated 
and temperature gradient. Results of computations from the data 0£ 
four experiments and from the prediction equations are compared in 
Table XII. C9mparisons include only, those experiments in which 
air temperatures were 75 For higher. Animal trunk diameter, 
based on Brod.y 1 s relationships for an 1100 pound steer, was assumed 
to be 2. 0 feet. The predicted. values for heat transfer coefficient 




COMPARISON OF PREDIC.TED 1:tEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS 
WITH VALUES, DETERMINED FROM OBSERVATIONS 
AT HANNAH DAIR y RESEARCH .ms TITU TE 
Experiment Number. 2 .5 8 11 
Temperature, F 
Surface. 93.9 100.0 · 91. 9 99.4 
·Air .77.4 . 95. 0 ', 76. 8 ·- . 94 .. 8 Differential 16.5 5.0 15. 1 4.6 
He~t Lass, BTU /hir-£t2 
Non .... evaporative 14. lo 5.50 · 13. 60 . 3. 72 
·. Radiant 7.05 2. 75, .6.80 1. 86 
7.05 2.75 .6. 80 1. 86 
. Fr0m Newton's Law of Coolihg' 
h = Non-evap/AT BTU /hr .. ft2-F 0.425 0. 55 0.45 0.41 
Nu-observed = hi\/k 57· 72 60 54 
Grashof number x 10-8 2.68 0.73 2.40 . 0. 67 
.. Fr0m 12rediction eguation 
-.' 
Nu~predicted = 6. 85 GrO. 137 100 83 99 . 81 
h ?= · Nu-k/>.. o .. 75 0.63 0.75 0.62 
A statistical analysis. was .made of all paired. values of predicted 
and observed data for the experi.me.p.ts at Missouri Ps:ychroenergetic 
Laboratory a_nd at Hannah Dairy Research .Institute. For each data 
-. point in the experiments, the observed. value of Nu was plotted against 
the predicted value ,(Figure 36). Although there is appreciable scatter, 
6.0 
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Figure 36. Statistical Comparison of Heat Transfer 
Coefficients Determined at the Psychro-
energetic Laboratory and at Hannah Dairy 




particularly in the observed. values, the regression line is very nearly 
identical to a line representing c1.n ideal relationship. The Nu-observed 
versus Nu-predicted regression line is the same in elevation as the 
line representing Nu-obse.rved equals Nu-predicted and has a slope of 
. 0. 944, which is not statistically different from 1. 0, Thus, where 
co.mparisons are c1.vai1aQle, the heat .transfer coefficients predicted by 
the equations developed from the model are the same as those com-
puted fro.m observations for the give.µ conditions, and the thermal 
model predictions c;l.re representative of non-evaporative convection 
heat transfer characteristics of cattle. 
.CHAPTER X 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
. The equations formed. from. the model studies predict convective 
co0ling coefficients from the .model and from live cattle. Use is 
limited to conditiohs where the Grashof and Reynolds numbers .lie in 
or near the range of values. used in the experiments where co01ing is. 
beneficial. That is, where heat conservation may be impo,rtant, the 
temperature differentic:1,l and relc:1,ted Gr are too, far removed from 
values considered .in the study, and the equations might make erro-
neous predictions. 
Duri~g,_prelimin.ary investigations, calculations using ch<l.rac.ter-
istic ranges of air velo.c:ities, tempera.tu.re differentials and cyli.r1de1· 
dimensions indicated that the i!;l.fluence of free convection.bouyancy 
forces were like.ly small, but could not arbitrarily. be neglected. The 
component equations desc:nibing the behaviour of Nu, with changing Gr 
. verify that slight inflqence exists, but statistically is barely significant 
at the 95 percent level. 
The magnitude of the effec.t of bouyant forces can be illustrated 
. by comparing, values of Nu computed from the three equations over a 
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Figure 37. Comparison of Values Predicted by Equations for all 
Three Directions of Air Flow for a Range of 
Hypothetical Conditions. 
- Curves From Published Data 
- - Estimated 
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Figure 38. Hair to Air Temperature Dif.ferentials Based on Data from 
Missouri Psychroenergetic Laboratory. 
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two air velocities and a. co.mplete range of temperature differentials 
characteristic of situations requiring cooling. As the temperature 
differential decreases and influence of bouyancy forces di.mini.shes, 
ideally the curves would converge to a value common. to all equations. 
This tendency is exhibited by the curves although they actually eras s 
at a positive value of Gr. 
Cattle can. withstand air te.mperatures up to 85, F without appre-
ciable stress, so cooling would normally be of little benefit at te.mpera-
tures below 85 F. .If air at 85, F is .moved at a rate of four feet per 
second, an examination of the data from Missouri Psychroenergetic 
Laboratory (Figure 38) indicates the hair surface to air temperature 
-differential would be about 7 F. The predicted values for Nu for these 
conditions (Figure 37) would range from abou,t 165 to 205, depending 
upon direction of air m.ovement. Increasing air velocity to eight feet 
per second would lower the te.mperature differential to about 6 F q.nd 
-·-
move the predicted Nu values to a. range of 260 to 305. By interpola-
tion, a six feet per second air velocity would result in a predicted Nu 
value raJ;J.ge of 215 to 253. Therefore, based on the predicted values 
for Nu, a one to two foot per second change in velocity of air at 85 F 
is as influential on heat transfer rate as is the direction the air is 
moving. As air te.mperatures increase above 85 F, the influence of 
direction of air flow decreases, but that of in.creased air velocity re~ 
. mains the same. Thus, although slightly better cooling is provided 
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when air movement is upward, the .improvement .may;· be overshadowed 
by the advantage of locating. the air source to produce a higher air 
.. vel0city on.the cattle. 
Because of the relatively small differe.p.ces in. predicted heat 
transfer with differe;n,t air flpw directions,. a single e'q.uation. wiU give 
· adequate re suJts for all d,irectiol)s of .air flow. Forced con:vection 
ecpiations for heat transfer from cylinders in cross-flow a.re reported 
. by,rParker in the si.mple form Nu= G Ren,(~9), which-is the same form 
a.1;1 component equations. relating Nu to Re. The.three exponential 
component equations are 
Nu .= 0. 590 ReO. 537 . · for horizontal air flow 
Nu ::: o·. 691 RJ· 5?4 for downwEJ.rd air ·flow 
Nu for upward air .!low 
which can be represented by onie simple equation 
Nu = 0. 65 Reo: 53 ,. 
Computed. values f:l,·om the three component equations. and .the oue appro-
ximating all three for a. range of Re· a:re compal"ed in. Table XUI .. 
TABLE XIII 
, PREDICTED VALUES.OF Nu FOR.THE THREE COMPONENT 
EQUATIONS AND AN APPROXIMATE EQUATION 
.. Reynolds. Number .10,000 .40,000 80,000 . 120,000 · 160 ,-000 
Component E9.uations 
Nu= O. 590. ReO. 537 83 · 174 254 328 . 359 
Nu= o. 691 Re 0 · 524 86 . 179 259 332 359 
Nu = 0. 620 ReO. 535 , 85 180 .264 340 370 
.A;e;eroximate E9.uation 
Nu-= 0. 65 Re0.53 86 .178 259 337 ,362 
I 
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,. This simple equation is compared with the three equations con-
sidered both Re and Gr in Figure 39, which is Hke Figure 37, but 
with the additional curve superimposed. The sirnple equation repre-
sents anr;'. approximate prediction for Nu for all directions of air flow. 
Its use m1;1st be limited to values of Re between 10, 000 and 160, 000, 
a range which encompasses air velocities of O. 9 to 14 feet per second 
on matQ.re cattle. 
Eckert and Drake (26). rela.te Nu an.cl Re for cylinde:rs in c:ross-
flow (Figure 40). They also, include the relatidnship in. eq~ation form 
- m Nu = 0. 43 + C Re: , but for all except very low values of Re, the 
constant, 0. 43, is insignificant. 
Parker includes values for the coefficient C, and exponent n, for 
various ranges of Re for use in. the equation for cylind.ers .in cross-
- n flow, .Nu = C Re . These values 9-re listed in Table XIV. 
· TABLE XIV 
COEFFICIENTS AND EXPONENTS FOR CA LC ULA TION OF HEAT 
TRANSFER FROM A CIRCULAR CYLINDER TO AIR FLOW 
NORMAL TO ITS AXIS, BY EQUA 'L'lON Nu = C Ren 
Reynolds c n 
1 - 4 0.891 0.330 
4 - 40 . 0. 821 0.385 
40 - 4, 000 0.615 0.466 
4,000 - 40, 000 0, 174 0.618 
40,000 - 400, 000 . 0. 0239 0.805 
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FLOW · FLOW FLOW 
AIR VELOCITY 81 SEC 
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Figure 40. Average Film Heat Transfer Coefficient 
on a Cylinder in Flow of Air Normal to 
its Axis. Reproduced from Eckert and 
Drake (26). 
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Direct comparison of values from the model prediction equation 
. ! 
Nu= 0. 65 Re 0 · 53 cannot be .made with values from Eckert.c and 
Drake I s curve or the equation for cylinder in cross-flow because of 
differences .in ch;a.racter.istic length, but exa.mination shows the gen-
eral relationship is the same. The equation from the model assumes 
trunk diameter, the dia.meter of the largest cylinder, as characteris-
tic length in the Reynolds and N'usselt nu.mbers. To relate the heat 
transfer predicted by the model to hear transfer from cylinders in 
. cross-flow, a characteristic length mo.re representative of some 
effective mean diameter of all cylinder~ used in the model must be 
employed. Considell'ing .. the small dia.meter of the legs, a. composite 
cylinder diameter would be considerably s.maller than.the diameter of 
the trunk. 
Only rough approxi.mations can be made but assume, for instance, 
an average h can be computed for the cylinders in the model by weight-
ing. the value of h for ~ach cylinder according to the area it represents. 
An air velocity of 10 feet per second at mean film temperature of 90 F 
would be characterized by Reynolds numbers of 76, 2b0, 9, 500 and 
: ' 
34, 600 for model cylinders. representing the trunk, legs, and head 
and neck, respectively. Re for the o'blong head and neck seCtio,n are 
based on the diameter of a circular tube with equal surface. For the 
same ambient condition, the Re.:ynolds. number for the model is 76, 200. 
Using values for the coefficient C and exponent n from Table XIV, the 
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heat transfer coefficients for the cylinders are 
Nu 1 = 0.0239 (76, 200) 0 • 805 = 203 
h1 Nu k/r.. 2.33 
2 
= = BTU/hr ... ft -.F 
trunk 
I} 
Nu2 = 0. 174 (9, 500) 0 · 6i 8 = so 
, h2 Nu k/1'. 
2 . 
= = 4. 58 . BTU /ft -hr ... F 
legs 
Nu = 0. 174 (34, 600)0. 618 = 109 3 
h3 = Nu k/;... = 2.76 BTU/hr ... ft2 .,.F 
head and neck 
Then. weighting the values of h according to the surface area to, get 
an average h, 
h1A1 + h2Af + h3A3 
A1 + A2 -Ii A3 
, 2. 33 (15. 38) + 4. 58 (3. 75) + 2. 76 (2. 34) 
= 21. 4 
. 2 
= 2. 77 BTU/hr-ft -F 
The heat .transfer coefficient for the model is 
Nu 0.65(76,200) 0 · 53 = 252 
h 2 = 2. 88 BTU /hr-ft .-F 
Comparison indicates the prediction equation fro.m the model produces 
a.heat transfer coefficient similar to, that preq.icted by the equations 
reported for cylinders .in. cross ... flow. The high correlation may in-
elude compensating differences .in addition to the gross assumption 
regarding characteristic length .. Turbulence levels, end effects, inter-
ference caused by cylinder assembly, and surface texture would all 
contribute to differences in the heat transfer. 
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A similar comparison cc1.n be made with the model prediction 
. equation for free convection, }fu = 6. 85 Gr0 · 13 7. The equatic;,ns .for 
free. convection on cylinders in. the range 103< GrPr< 109 are 
Nu · - 0. 53 (GrP:r)O. 25 
Nu = o. 59 (GrPr) 0 · 25 
for horizoJJ;tal axis 
for vertical axis 
Applying these equations to a typical condition .used in. the model 
studies wherein temperature differential, is 10 F, mean.film tempera-
· ture is 90 F and. weighting the values of h for each. section.accorclin,g 
to surface area represented results in 
· htrunk. 
hlegs 
h · averc1.ge 
= 0. 46 · BTU/hr-ft2-F 
= 
= 
0. 50 · BTU/hr-ft2-F 
0. 48 · B 'l't1 /hr.-ft2-F 
Appi.ying the eq11~don from the model Nu = 6. 8 5 GrO · 13 7 
·h.model = 0. 88 BTU/hr-ft2 -F 
Values fro.m the tnoclel~,gua,tion are roughly 80 .percent higher 
than those from the horizontal cylinder, In addition to the possilble 
causes of discrep<;1.ncy suggested for forced convection comparif;lons, 
in free convection the model has cylinders in both axial and cross-flow. 
Although the ~quations developed from the model cannot be 
compared. dir~ctly,c to equations for other geometrical shapes, tl:ie quali-
tative relationships c1.nd predicted values of heat transfer do efficient 
for the model are similar to those predictedby_~guations for a 
cylinder in cross-flow. 
CHAPTER XI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The objectives of this research were to. determine the require-
ments of a ther.mal model. for determining convective· heat transfer 
.from .the surface of a. bovine, to d,evelop. equations for predicting con-
. vective cooling, and to evaluate the equations by comparison with 
existing data .. The study,was limited to conclitions where cooling would 
. be beneficial. 
The requirements of .the thermal .model were determined from 
the literature on. the e.nvironmental physialogy· and .the bioenergetic $ 
and growth qf cattle. The internal heat diatribution mechanism of 
cattle .is complex, .. but effective, and when dissipating. excess heat 
energy, capable of maintaining a un,ifor.m surface temperature. The 
· bovine· geometry was simulated by an asse.rri.bly of objects with defined 
geometrical shapes with length, dia.meter and surface proportionately 
, similar to corresponding. parts of ma,ture c'attle. The model was, 
scaled two-thirds .the size of an 800-pound bovine .. The surface was 
covered by cow hide with ha,ir .intact. Use of a surface with texture 
· .identical to. full scale animals. on the two-thirds sc;ale model was tested 
for validity., and fourid suitable. The model was equipped with an 
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internal heat source and temperature sensing. equipment for measure-
ments to calculate hec:1,t transfer coefficients . 
. With the model and dimensional analysis procedures, equations 
were generated for mixed free and. forced. convection heat transfer 
for. air-movement in horizontal, upward,. and downward directions. 
An equation ,was. also developed for free convection· heat transfer. The 
effects of animal arrangement and group density; were inve st.igated for 
all directions of air flow by placing· the model in various positions and 
locations in·a, group of non-instrumented models. 
The heat transfer coeffic.ients. predic.ted by the equations produced 
from -the experimental dc!,-ta.were compared .with coefficients deter-
. mined. from observations at Missouri Psychroenerge-tic Laboratory 
and at Hannah,Dairy Research·Institq,te. The predicted.values were 
not statistical~y different from those observed. 
The effect of bouyant forces with different air. flow directions 
was found to exist but was of proportionate,ly, less influence than changes 
in·air·velocity. Average Nusselt number.·var.ied with ReO, 53 . This 
compares favorable with the empirical rela'tionship ,fo:r convective 
cooling. from. the human body where ·l,:"e search physiologists ·fir st pre-
sumed and later verified that convective heat loss was proportional to 
the square root of the velocity of air movement. 
The qualitative relationship-also compares favorablywith .heat 
transfer from cylinders in cross-flow for the ran,ge of air velocities 
· expected in climates modified to ~nhance catt.le comfort. 
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· The following .conc;lusio.ns can,be drawn from the results of the 
· investigation: 
1. The relative change in roughness of cattle hair sur-
faces,. r·esulting·fro.m reducing.the body geometry to.two-thirds 
full scale ·with no .change· in surface characteristics has qn ,ins.ig-
· nificant influence on.heat transfer. 
2. Convection .heat transfer frqm the hair surface of a 
.bovine can·.be predicted by the equations 
.· Nu = 0. 00239 Re +. 28. 7 ar0 · 096_90 for horizontal flow 
Nu= 0. 00209 Re+ 710 Gr- 0 · 065 -139 .for downward flow 
· - . 0 1 
Nu = 0. 00238 Re + 36 Gr · - · 135 .for 1u.pward flow 
Nu= 6. 85 GtO. 137 . for- free convection 
3. The effect of bouyancy,forces is slight,. and reasonably 
, accurc1,te predictions of convection heat transfer can, be made re-
g.ardless of direction qf air flow by. the equation 
Nu= 0. 65 ReO. 53 10, 000( Re< 160, 000 
. 4. For a g.ivenair flow, about one or.-two inches of clear-
· ance between cattle- is nee es sary, to real.ize -maximum benefit 
from convective cooling. At Jesser spacings or where cattle 
are in physical contact with.each 0,ther, cooling is suppressed. 
This conclusion, and conclusion £ive, considers only. the inter-
ference to air flow and does riot_ take into,account the effects of 
heat generated by, surrounding cattle. 
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. 5. For a g,iven·air flow, regardless of direction, . the 
· locc1,tion of other cattle has ·~o effect on,the convection cooling 
coefficient provided suffic.ient space exists between animals. 
6 .. Animal orientation relative to the direction a,f horizorl-
taLair flow does not affect convective cooling. 
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